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Purpose of the Report
The Commissioner for Public Employment is responsible
for giving an account of human resource management in the
Northern Territory Public Sector during the financial year and
this is done through the State of the Service Report (with statistical
supplement), which is a separate report to the Office of the
Commissioner for Public Employment Annual Report 2017–18.
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Published by the Office of the Commissioner for Public Employment.
© Northern Territory Government of Australia 2018
Apart from any use permitted under the Australian Copyright Act, no part
of this document may be reproduced without prior written permission
from the Northern Territory Government through the Office of the
Commissioner for Public Employment.

Enquiries should be made to:
The Office of the Commissioner for Public Employment
GPO Box 4371
Darwin NT 0801
Telephone: 08 8999 4282
Facsimile: 08 8999 4186
Email: enquiries.ocpe@nt.gov.au
Web: www.ocpe.nt.gov.au

LETTER TO THE
MINISTER
The Honourable Gerry McCarthy MLA
Minister for Public Employment
GPO Box 3146
DARWIN NT 0801
Dear Minister McCarthy
RE: STATE OF THE SERVICE REPORT 2017–18
In accordance with section 18 of the Public Sector Employment and Management Act (PSEMA),
I present to you the State of the Service Report 2017–18 for the Northern Territory Public Sector.
The report is divided into seven sections, meeting the requirements of section 18 of PSEMA
and providing a statistical analysis of state of the service indicators. Together, these sections
help to assess human resource management practices, including the extent to which agencies
comply with the principles of administration management (as it relates to human resource
management – workforce planning), human resource management, and performance and
conduct, as prescribed by PSEMA.
The report draws on a range of information sources, primarily an Agency Reporting Survey in
which Chief Executive Officers are required to critically analyse and report on the application
of human resource management processes within their agencies.
I can report that all 22 NTPS agencies subject to PSEMA have established processes that
ensure the observance of the human resource management principle and the performance and
conduct principle, and no significant breaches or evasions of the principles have been detected
or brought to my attention.
It is a requirement of section 18(4) of PSEMA that you lay a copy of this report before the
Legislative Assembly within six sitting days of its receipt.
Yours sincerely

Craig Allen
Commissioner for Public Employment
INTRODUCTION

28 September 2018
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Acronyms and
ABBREVIATIONS
Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority

ABS

Australian Bureau of Statistics

AECD

Aboriginal Employment and Career Development (Division of OCPE)

ATSIEAP

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Employment Aspirations Program

CCT

Cross Cultural Training

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CPE

Commissioner for Public Employment

EBA

Enterprise Bargaining Agreement

ECP

Early Careers Program

EEO

Equal Employment Opportunity

EI

Employment Instruction

FTE

Full Time Equivalent

HR

Human Resources

IECDS

Indigenous Employment and Career Development Strategy

IR

Industrial Relations

JES

Mercer Job Evaluation System

LDC

Land Development Corporation

LMS

Learning Management System

NT

Northern Territory

NTG

Northern Territory Government

NTPS

Northern Territory Public Sector

NTPS CLF

NTPS Capability and Leadership Framework

OCPE

Office of the Commissioner for Public Employment

PIPS

Personnel Integrated Payroll System

PSEM

Public Sector Employment and Management

PSEMA

Public Sector Employment and Management Act

PWC

Power and Water Corporation

TRM

Territory Records Manager (NTPS records management system)
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Commissioner’s
FOREWORD
Welcome to the annual NTPS State of the
Service Report. This report is the result of
a substantial reporting process by NTPS
agencies against indicators to help assess the
‘people’ health of the sector.
The NTPS provides employees with the
ability to contribute to meeting the needs of
both Territorians and the NT Government.
Our work environments offer attractive
employment benefits, including access
to career development and training
opportunities. Considering our people are
our most valuable asset, the way in which we
recruit, develop, and manage our employees
is important for ensuring appropriate service
provision to the community. As such, the
PSEM legislation specifies the principles
underpinning employment in the NTPS to be:
1. Administration Management
2. Human Resource Management
3. Performance and Conduct.
In accordance with section 18 of PSEMA, this
report focuses on principles 2 and 3 above.
These principles apply to how we recruit
people into the NTPS, the environment in
which they work, and the manner in which
they are expected to conduct their work.
The Administration Management Principle
will only be reported on as it relates to
human resource management (workforce
planning). The principles, which are required
to be upheld by all public sector officers
(including CEOs, the Commissioner for Public
Employment, and employees), are supported
by the requirements arising from the PSEM
legislative framework.
Previous reports had reported against
the principles using the employment cycle
(recruiting, working, managing, developing,
and planning). This year, the employment cycle
has been replaced with five sections which
report against each individual public sector
principle. As always, the report also includes
a brief overview of the NTPS and a statistical
analysis of state of the service indicators. We
will continue to work towards improving our
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reporting mechanisms wherever possible, with
an aim to improve the focus and content of this
report each year.
As with last year’s report, this year’s report
focusses on the ways agencies are working
to uphold the principles of human resource
management, and performance and conduct;
and the measures being taken to improve
human resource management in the NTPS.
Agencies’ responses to the 2017–18 Agency
Reporting Survey inform the data and
commentary in each of the public sector
principles’ sections. Whereas, data extracted
from PIPS informs the ‘Staffing Profile of
the NTPS’ (which demonstrates trends and
changes in the NTPS over previous years)
and ‘NTPS at a Glance’ sections.
As of June 2018, Aboriginal employment in
the NTPS was at 10.4%. Whilst this is the
highest rate of Aboriginal employment for any
Australian jurisdiction, this is a slight decrease
from the previous year – at 10.5% in June
2017. In the past 12 months the percentage
has remained static and, therefore, the June
2018 Aboriginal employment global target
of 13.5% has not been achieved. However,
there has been a significant increase in
Aboriginal employees in senior positions, the
percentage is at an all-time high of 4.7%. To
ensure a true representation in our workforce
of the community we serve and to achieve
the global target of 16% by 2020, we need to
improve our efforts in attracting and retaining
Aboriginal employees in the NTPS.
This report, the employee survey report, and
agencies’ annual reports provide the Ministers
and Territorians with insight into the NTPS,
and meet reporting obligations under PSEMA
and the Financial Management Act.

Craig Allen
Commissioner for Public Employment
28 September 2018

Report
OVERVIEW
CPE Reporting Requirements
Under section 18(1) of PSEMA the CPE is required to report annually to
the Minister on human resource management in the NTPS. Section 18(2)
of PSEMA provides that the report shall refer to:
(a) the extent to which the human resource management principle
and performance and conduct principle have been upheld in
the Public Sector during the financial year, including:
(i)	measures taken to ensure they are upheld
(ii)	any significant failures to uphold them of which the
CPE is aware
(b) measures, if any, taken to improve human resource
management in the various agencies
(c)

the extent to which disciplinary, redeployment
and inability procedures were invoked in the
public sector

(d) those matters specified in section 28(2) of
PSEMA in so far as they relate to the OCPE
(e) any other matters prescribed by regulation.
The relevant matters specified in section 28(2)
of PSEMA are reported on in the 2017–18 OCPE
Annual Report, rather than in this report.
There are no prescribed matters
under section 18(2)(e) of PSEMA.

Public Sector
Principles
The human resource management,
merit, equality of employment opportunity,
and performance and conduct principles are
complemented by the administration management
principle. These principles (collectively, the Public
Sector Principles) underpin PSEMA as the basis for
administrative action, administration of the public sector,
and conduct expected of public sector employees. They
are the essential components of the human relations
framework that governs employment in the NTPS.

The Public Sector Principles are designed to support agencies by
providing a framework within which each agency can develop the
culture and values that best support its operations and achievement
of service objectives. A definition of each principle is provided
within the body of the report.

The NTPS
AT A GLANCE
The NTPS remains the largest employer in the NT and
continues to provide a broad range of services for Territorians
in the health, education, policing, infrastructure, tourism,
trade and primary industry sectors.
Figure 1 shows the proportion of staff in NTPS agencies that provide services across the NT.
Although Figure 1 and the statistical information provided in the ‘Staffing Profile of the NTPS’
section identifies 24 agencies, for the ‘PSEMA Principles’ sections of this report, the data is
based on survey responses from 22 agencies. It should be noted:
> This year, LDC has been included as a
separate agency. In previous years, data
for LDC had been incorporated with data
for the Department of Infrastructure,
Planning and Logistics which provides
a shared corporate service to LDC.
> As occurred in the last two years, the
CEO of the Department of the Legislative
Assembly will report to the Speaker, who,
under section 3(1) of PSEMA, is the
‘Employer’ for employees of the
Department of the Legislative Assembly.

> AAPA is not an agency for the purposes
of PSEMA, and therefore not required
to comply with the PSEM legislation, as
such their responses are not included
in the sections of the report dealing
with compliance with the public sector
principles and Employment Instructions.
However, AAPA aims to comply with and
mirror PSEMA where there is no conflict
with the Northern Territory Aboriginal
Sacred Sites Act and Regulations.

Figure 1 – Proportion of Staff in NTPS Agencies Providing Services across the NT
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TRADE, BUSINESS & INNOVATION
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The Workforce
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Figure 3 – Movements in the NTPS, Labour Force, and Population: 1983 to 2018
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Figure 2 – Growth in the NTPS, Labour Force, and Population: 1983 to 2018

Figures 2 and 3 show variations in total staffing in the NTPS compared to changes in the
NT population and employment numbers from 1983 (about the time the NTPS consolidated
following self-government) to 2018.
Figure 4 – Percentage of Employees Earning Above and Below $80,083 (median earnings)
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Figure 5 – Percentage of Employees Working Full-Time
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NTPS AT A GLANCE
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Gender Balance
Figure 6 – Gender Balance of NTPS Employees
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Male

Age Groups
Figure 7 – Age of NTPS Employees: 1994 and 2018
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Figure 8 – Age Distribution Employed NTPS vs NT Total
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Where We Are Located
Darwin is the largest hub of NTPS staff with 68.1% of the workforce working in the Darwin
and Palmerston region. The Alice Springs region has the largest proportion of staff outside
of Darwin with 18%.
Figure 9 – Location of NTPS Officers throughout the Northern Territory
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DARWIN
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Administration
MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLE
( AS IT RELATES TO HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT – WORKFORCE PLANNING )
Section 5B of PSEMA

Definition of the Administration Management Principle
Section 5B of PSEMA defines the administration management principle as follows.
The administration management principle is that the administration and management of the
Public Sector must be directed towards the following:
(a)

providing effective, efficient and appropriate services to the community and the government;

(b)

ensuring the effective, efficient and appropriate use of public resources;

(c)

informing, advising and assisting the government objectively, impartially and with integrity;

(d) ensuring that in carrying out their functions Agencies:
(i)

are responsive to the changing needs of the community and the government; and

(ii) work cooperatively with each other;
(e)

ensuring the Public Sector is structured and administered so that:
(i)

responsibilities are clearly defined; and

(ii) appropriate levels of accountability are in place; and
(iii) excessive formality and delay are minimised; and
(iv) innovation is encouraged;
(f)

16

ensuring proper standards of financial management and accounting are maintained.
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Agency Observance of the Administration Management
Principle (as it relates to human resource management)
Workforce Planning
Workforce planning is one of the activities that ensures agencies are able to meet the
Administration Management Principle (in providing effective and efficient services to the
community). NTPS agencies are required to plan for the future workforce, to ensure that
their workforce is structured and administered so that:
>
>
>
>

responsibilities are clearly defined
appropriate levels of accountability are in place
excessive formality and delay are minimised
innovation is encouraged.

To meet these requirements, agencies’ workforce planning activities are undertaken via a
number of methodologies (see Figure 10). While the majority of agencies reported that they
have a documented workforce plan, seven agencies reported that they did not. This is an
improvement on last year.

Figure 10 – Workforce Planning Approaches

WORKFORCE PLANNING APPROACHES
41%

WORKFORCE STRATEGY

32%

NO WE DO NOT HAVE A DOCUMENTED
WORKFORCE PLAN

32%

PEOPLE PLAN

23%
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14%
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5%

HUMAN CAPITAL

0%

TALENT MANAGEMENT PLAN
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Agencies demonstrated a consistent reporting and data framework for cross-government
HR reporting, which underpins an agency’s ability to effectively manage their human resources.
Evidence based, accountable workforce planning is improving such that most agencies’
structures held in the HR systems accurately reflects their position numbers, nominal and
actual incumbents. Multiple data sources are used across the sector to shape planning for the
future workforce, as shown in Figure 11.
Figure 11 – Evidence and Data Used to Inform Agency Planning
THE NTPS WORKFORCE METRICS

95%

AGEN
C

Y PLA

NNIN

G

THE BIENNIAL PEOPLE MATTER
SURVEY RESULTS

91%

5% INCREASE FROM LAST YEAR

PIPS REPORTS

86%

15% INCREASE FROM LAST YEAR

INTERNAL AGENCY EMPLOYEE
SURVEY RESULTS

55%

Identified Workforce Challenges and Risks
The higher rated risks identified by 22 agencies deal with the attraction and retention of skilled
people, the loss of corporate knowledge or talent due to retirement, and the ability to respond
to changes in the operational environment with skills shortages.
Figure 12 – Top Three Key Workforce Risks (Highest to Lowest Priority Order)
(HIGHEST)

1
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3
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5
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7
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8

LIMITED CAREER ADVANCEMENT OR MOBILITY

(LOWEST)
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Identified Capacity (Headcount) and Capability (Skills) Gaps
Attraction and retention of skilled workers is one of the risks that the NTPS experiences.
Of the 22 agencies, the following risks and workforce planning actions to mitigate the risks
were undertaken.

Key Capacity (Headcount) Gaps
Six agencies reported that they did not experience any capacity gaps, with administrative,
professional, and technical steams where most agencies experienced capacity gap. For
one technical agency, they rated their technical capacity as their only priority, excluding
professional and administrative steams.
Figure 13 – Top Three Key Capacity (Headcount) Gaps Identified by Agencies

ADMINISTRATIVE
PROFESSIONAL
TECHNICAL
NO CAPACITY GAPS
UNIFORMED
PHYSICAL
HEALTH
TEACHING

Addressing Capacity (Headcount) Gaps
All but two agencies that have a capacity gap took proactive actions to address the current/
projected skilled staff short fall. Agencies report that they continue to depend on private
sector and interstate recruitment to address the risk, with supported overseas recruitment and
supported study also key initiatives. Three agencies reported that they do not have capacity gaps.

68%

RECRUITMENT FROM
THE PRIVATE SECTOR

14%

NOT ADDRESSING THE GAPS

59%

INTER-JURISDICTIONAL
RECRUITMENT

50%

14%

OVERSEAS RECRUITMENT

ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLE

Figure 14 – Activities Undertaken by Agencies to Address Capacity (Headcount) Gaps
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INCREASING THE SUPPLY OF STAFF

(EG SKILLED MIGRATION, SUPPORTED STUDY)
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Key Capability (Skills) Gaps
Leadership, project management, and performance management continue to be the top-rated
skills that agencies identified as requiring improvement and development. There is a correlation
between the skills gaps and the areas where agencies focused their training effort. Maintenance
of a skilled and professional workforce will assist agencies to provide efficient and appropriate
services to the community.
Figure 15 – Key Capability (Skills) Gaps Identified by Agencies
68%
LEADERSHIP

59%
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

32%
MENTORING AND/OR
COACHING

23%
FINANCE

55%
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

32%
PROFESSION SPECIFIC
(EG NURSE, LAWYER)

27%
GOVERNANCE

18%
CROSS CULTURAL TRAINING

9%
BUSINESS ACUMEN

18%
HR/IR

9%
SOCIAL AWARENESS AND
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

45%
PROCUREMENT

36%
POLICY

27%

INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

14%
NO CAPABILITY GAPS
9%
TECHNICAL SPECIFIC
(EG DRAFTSPERSON)

1%
WORK HEALTH SAFETY

CAPABILITY GAPS

Addressing Capability (Skills) Gaps
All agencies that have a capability gap took proactive actions to address the current/projected
skilled staff short fall. Agencies report that they are increasing their investment in knowledge
management initiatives. Agencies are adopting strategies aimed at increasing the supply of
skills. Three agencies reported that they do not have capability gaps.
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Figure 16 – Activities Undertaken by Agencies to Address Capability (Skills) Gaps

73%
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23%
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Succession Planning
All agencies undertook succession planning activities, with the majority employing three or more
measures. Eighty-two percent of agencies undertook formal training as part of their succession
planning, with on the job exposure (backfill and mentoring) undertaken by 95% of agencies.

Succession Planning Activity

2014–15

2015–16

2016–17

2017–18

Mentoring / coaching

87%

79%

86%

95%

Acting opportunities / backfilling

94%

93%

95%

95%

Other* / Refer to formal training

13%

14%

86%*

82%

Graduate program

48%

57%

57%

59%

Job shadowing

45%

32%

48%

55%

Job sharing

42%

32%

29%

36%

ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLE

Figure 17 – Succession Planning Activities

* Formal training was included in the ‘Other’ option.
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Human Resource
MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLE
Section 5C of PSEMA

Definition of the Human Resource Management Principle
Section 5C of PSEMA defines the human resource management principle as follows.
(1) The human resource management principle is that human resource management in the
Public Sector must be directed towards promoting the following:
(a) employment based on merit;
(b) equality of employment opportunity;
(c) working environments in which employees:

		

(i)

are treated fairly, reasonably and in a non-discriminatory way; and

(ii)

are remunerated at rates appropriate to their responsibilities; and

(iii)

have reasonable access to training and development; and

(iv)	have reasonable access to redress when adversely affected by improper or
unreasonable decisions.

(2) The human resource management principle incorporates the merit principle and the equality
of employment opportunity principle.

Agency Observance of the Human Resource
Management Principle
All 22 agencies indicated that they had implemented processes to ensure employees are aware
of and observe the prescribed human resource management principle, section 5C of PSEMA.
Employee wellbeing is considered through providing workplaces that comply with occupational
health and safety standards, where employees can access support services so they can manage
their own health and wellbeing, where they are remunerated for the work they are performing,
and where opportunities for training and development are available. Employees are also
informed of their rights under natural justice, when decisions are taken that may adversely
affect them.

Occupational Health and Safety
EI 11 – Occupational Health and Safety Standards Programs sets out the rules for NTPS
agencies to develop occupational health and safety standards and programs in the NTPS.
All agencies have appropriate policies and procedures in place to meet the Occupational
Health and Safety Standards, in compliance with EI 11.
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Health and Wellbeing Strategies
To assist employees to manage their health and improve employee engagement, a variety of
health and wellbeing strategies are offered by NTPS agencies. The most common practices
offered by all agencies are the flexible work practices including flextime, and flu vaccinations.
Other health and wellbeing strategies used across agencies are shown in Figure 20.
Figure 18 – Health and Wellbeing Strategies

90%

64%

PARTICIPATION
IN CHARITY EVENTS

77%

60%

STAFF REWARD
AND RECOGNITION
PROGRAMS

All NTPS employees have access to discounted
health insurance through a panel of health
insurance providers. Under the initiative,
employees can access discounted rates for
medical cover from some of Australia’s leading
private health providers, with seven providers
currently participating in the initiative.
Individuals liaise directly with their chosen
provider, and pay for their own insurance.
In addition, the Employee Assistance Program
is available to all employees across the NTPS.
Under the arrangements, employees can
make appointments directly with one of five
approved providers, who offer professional
and confidential counselling services to
employees for a range of issues including:
> personal and workplace relationships
> health
> depression

>
>
>
>
>

PARTICIPATING
IN EVENTS

SUCH AS THE MOTHER’S
DAY RUN, CITY TO SURF,
10000 STEPS

anxiety disorder
family disintegration
marital problems
alcohol and substance misuse
gambling and other addictions.

Other professional services such as conflict
management, mediation, critical incident
response, and trauma counselling are also
available.
NTG employees, their current spouse/partner
and dependants can access three short term
counselling sessions per issue per year, at
no cost. Services are paid for by the relevant
NTG agency. If after three sessions further
assistance is required, agencies may agree
to pay for additional sessions.
All agencies promote the Employee
Assistance Program using the methods
shown in Figure 21.
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STAFF SOCIAL
CLUBS

DISCOUNTED
GYM
MEMBERSHIPS

LUNCHTIME
HEALTH/FITNESS
SESSIONS

SUCH AS JEANS FOR
GENES AND THE
BIGGEST MORNING TEA

100%

31%
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Figure 19 – Promotion of the Employee Assistance Program

73%

NOTICES IN
THE TEA ROOM

AGENCY
NEWSLETTERS/BULLETINS

95%

INCLUDING EMAIL

INFORMATION PROVIDED
ON REQUEST BY HR

82%

AGENCY WEBSITES

86%

PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT
DISCUSSIONS
AGENCY INDUCTION

92%

95%

95%

STAFF
MEETINGS

Flexible Workplace Practices
A broad range of flexible work practices are available to employees to assist in achieving a
measure of balance between their work and life commitments. Figure 18 shows the percentage
of agencies in which employees are accessing various flexible work arrangements.
Figure 20 – Flexible Work Arrangements

91%
PART-TIME WORK

½

91%

UTILISATION OF
RECREATION LEAVE
AT HALF PAY

91%

FLEXTIME

82%
HOME-BASED WORK/
TELEWORK*

59%
PURCHASE OF
ADDITIONAL LEAVE

45%

CAREER BREAKS

22%

SHORT TERM ABSENCES
FOR FAMILY AND
COMMUNITY
RESPONSIBILITIES

10%

18%
10%

PART-YEAR
EMPLOYMENT

NTPS EXTENDED
LEAVE SCHEME

JOB SHARING

* Home based work/telework may be used in certain circumstances where it is necessary to attract/retain specific
specialist skills sets or corporate knowledge, and special cases where employees experience personal family
or medical challenges which require support and in some instances where services are not locally available.
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Part-time work arrangements are the most
used flexible work options, followed by flextime
arrangements and recreation leave at half pay.

work agreements with periodic reviews
of the arrangements.

Employees must submit flexible work
arrangement requests in writing setting out
the details of the request, including reasons.
In considering applications, managers need
to ensure that:

Job Classification

In certain circumstances, a request to access
a flexible working arrangement can only be
refused on reasonable business grounds. These
circumstances include, when the employee:
> is the parent, or has responsibility for
the care, of a child who is of school age
or younger
> is a carer (within the meaning of the
Carers Recognition Act)
> has a disability
> is 55 or older
> is experiencing violence from a member
of the employee’s family
> provides care or support to a member
of the employee’s immediate family, or
a member of the employee’s household,
who requires care or support because the
member is experiencing violence from the
member’s family.
Where agencies did not approve flexible work
requests the reasons were limited to:
> It is impractical to change the other
employees’ working arrangements or
hire new employees to accommodate
the request.
> The request would result in significant
loss of productivity or have a significant
negative impact on customer service.

Jobs are either evaluated using JES, which
applies to the majority of jobs (administrative,
professional, technical, policing, nursing etc),
or via competency requirements or other
arrangements established under the relevant
enterprise agreement (physical, classroom
teachers, medical officers).
All agencies review their job descriptions
prior to advertising, to determine if the job
still accurately reflects the required key
responsibilities. If the job has changed, it
may need to be re-evaluated. However,
re-evaluating a job will not necessarily
result in a change to the classification level.
Agencies also review their job descriptions
and classifications during change management
processes (100% of agencies), when prompted
through the performance management
reviews (86%), and on request from individual
employees (91%).
PIPS is used by agencies to reflect their
organisational structures for reporting
purposes. To ensure an accurate reflection,
there are a number of modules in PIPS that
require updating when changes are made
to positions, organisation structures, and
employee details. At the time of reporting,
82% of agencies have aligned their position
structures and JES classifications in the relevant
PIPS modules. Ninety-one percent of agencies
have position numbers that reflect the nominal
and actual incumbents, and 86% of agencies
identified that PIPS accurately reflects their
organisation structures.

All agencies record and monitor flexible work
practices through formal written flexible
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> the agency’s operational requirements
are taken into account and services to
the public are not disrupted
> fair and reasonable consideration is given
to employee applications
> arrangements can be put in place to
ensure the application will not result in
unreasonable increases in the workload
and overtime required to be performed
by other employees.

Jobs in the NTPS are evaluated to determine
their appropriate classification. Once
the classification level is determined, the
appropriate remuneration is applied as per
the rates negotiated under the relevant
enterprise agreement.
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Early Careers Programs
ECPs continue to attract people to the NTPS workforce through structured development
programs, such that 68% of agencies participated in ECPs. Of note, a 21% reduction of
participation in the Aboriginal Employment Program indicates a need for agencies to monitor
the program in future reporting periods.
Figure 21 – Percentage of Agencies that Participated in Early Careers Programs

NTPS TRAINEESHIP
PROGRAM

(INCLUDING SCHOOL BASED)

2017–18

50%

2016–17

62%

AGENCY MANAGED
APPRENTICESHIP OR
TRAINEESHIP PROGRAMS

27%

43%

NTPS GRADUATE
PROGRAM

59%
67%

CADETSHIPS

27%
43%

ABORIGINAL
EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

50%
71%

WE DID NOT PARTICIPATE
IN ANY OF THE ABOVE

32%
19%

Developing New Employees
Agencies adopted a range of approaches to inductions to support new and early career employees.
All agencies provide induction training to new employees covering a range of topics
to ensure they understand:
>
>
>
>
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the agency, policies, and organisation structure
job, division / workplace goals and objectives
all aspects of the employment relationship
available communication channels
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Figure 22 – Main Topics Addressed in Induction Training

100%

59%
CAPABILITY
LEADERSHIP
FRAMEWORK

59%

100%

NTPS CODE
OF CONDUCT
WORK HEALTH
AND SAFETY
INFORMATION

FINANCE

$
PROBATION

PRIVACY
INFORMATION

AGENCY
SPECIFIC
INFORMATION

Induction
Training

INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
(EG TRM
RECORDS)

73%
PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT

91%

NTPS VALUES

HOW TO
USE MYHR

77%

100%

82%

86%

IT SUPPORT
AND SECURITY

82%

Figure 23 – Method of Delivering Agency Induction Program

36%
77%
FACE-TO-FACE

MIXED MODE

41%
ONLINE
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68%
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Figure 24 – Duration of Induction Programs

HALF DAY

50%

ONE DAY

32%

TWO DAYS

14%

THREE DAYS

5%

Performance Management
EI 4 – Employee Performance Management and Development Systems requires CEOs
to develop and implement a performance management procedure within their agencies
consistent with the requirements of EI 4.
All agencies reported having an operational performance management system in place.
However, as in past years, the systems are not implemented in all areas of the agency and,
not all staff have a formal written performance agreement in place.
Figure 25 – Performance Management Systems

> 75%

51–75%

25–50%

<25%

27%

OF AGENCIES HAD MORE THAN 75%
OF STAFF WITH PERFORMANCE PLANS
IN PLACE

23%

OF AGENCIES HAD BETWEEN 51–75%
OF STAFF WITH PERFORMANCE PLANS
IN PLACE

36%

OF AGENCIES HAD BETWEEN 25–50%
OF STAFF WITH PERFORMANCE PLANS
IN PLACE

14%

OF AGENCIES HAD LESS THAN 25%
OF STAFF WITH PERFORMANCE PLANS
IN PLACE

Most agencies (82%) monitor that supervisors and managers are providing formal performance
feedback.
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Figure 26 – Provision of Formal Performance Agreements across Agencies

68%
OF AGENCIES REQUIRE THEIR MANAGERS
TO REPORT ON THE NUMBER OF COMPLETED
AGREEMENTS EACH YEAR

14%
OF AGENCIES
UNDERTAKE RANDOM
SAMPLING OF EMPLOYEE
PERFORMANCE AGREEMENTS

45%
OF AGENCIES CAN DOWNLOAD REPORTS FROM
THEIR PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Measuring the effectiveness of performance management systems occurs in a number of ways,
as shown in Figure 24.
Figure 27 – Methods of Measuring the Effectiveness of Performance Management Systems

77%

64%

MONITOR
PARTICIPATION RATES

ACHIEVING ORGANISATIONAL
OBJECTIVES

5%

10%

55%

NUMBER OF
PROMOTIONS

ANALYSE
WORKFORCE
DEVELOPMENT
DATA

23%
SUCCESSION PLANS

55%
UPTAKE OF TRAINING PROGRAMS

27%
INCREMENTAL
IMPROVEMENT IN
THE CAPABILITY GAP
ACROSS THE AGENCY
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OF AGENCIES DO
NOT MEASURE THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF
THE PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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In 95% of agencies, first time managers and/or supervisors are prepared for undertaking the
performance management component of their role through coaching and mentoring, while 64% of
agencies undertake training. Five percent of agencies don’t formally prepare first time managers.

Performance Discussions and Professional Development
A component of developing a skilled workforce includes the monitoring of performance and
responding to skills gaps through a variety of development opportunities (ie on the job training
or formal training). Almost all agencies are monitoring employee performance and are engaging
in discussions to continuously develop their performance. Further, 72% of agencies report that
these discussions strategically align to a workforce plan. The workforce plan addresses the
needs of the workforce and outlines the key activities, accountabilities, and resources required
to meet the strategic goals of the organisation relevant to agency and NTPS objectives.

Figure 28 – Addressing Training and Development Needs
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Figure 29 – Investment in Vocational Education and Training (VET) by Topic

59%

STAFF WERE REFERRED TO OTHER VET PROGRAMS
(EG OCPE)

50%

50%

EXTERNAL VET WAS
SUPPORTED THROUGH
STUDY LEAVE

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

45%

LEADERSHIP AND
MANAGEMENT

41%

WORK HEALTH SAFETY

36%

36%

TRAINING AND
ASSESSMENT

PROCUREMENT AND
CONTRACTING

18%

COMMUNITY SERVICES

18%

FINANCIAL SERVICES

9%
5%

OTHER VET PROGRAMS
WAS OFFERED BY THE AGENCY

Figure 30 – Investment in Higher Education by Topic
STAFF WERE REFERRED TO OTHER EXTERNAL HIGHER EDUCATION COURSES

50%

EXTERNAL HIGHER EDUCATION WAS SUPPORTED THROUGH STUDY LEAVE

50%

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

32%

PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACTING

23%

FINANCIAL SERVICES

23%

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

18%

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

18%

COMMUNITY SERVICES

14%

WORK HEALTH SAFETY

9%

OTHER HIGHER EDUCATION COURSES OFFERED BY THE AGENCY

9%

TRAINING AND ASSESSMENT

0%
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INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
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Figure 31 – Investment in Non-accredited Training and Development by Topic

32

PROCUREMENT

77%

HR/IR

77%

LEADERSHIP

77%

STAFF WERE REFERRED TO OTHER NON-ACCREDITED
TRAINING (EG OCPE)

77%

CROSS CULTURAL TRAINING

64%

WORK HEALTH SAFETY

64%

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

59%

OTHER NON-ACCREDITED TRAINING WAS OFFERED
BY THE AGENCY

59%

FINANCE

50%

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

45%

MENTORING AND/OR COACHING

45%

GOVERNANCE

45%

POLICY

27%

SOCIAL AWARENESS AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

23%

EXTERNAL NON-ACCREDITED TRAINING WAS
SUPPORTED THROUGH STUDY LEAVE

23%

BUSINESS ACUMEN

18%

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

13%
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External NTPS Secondments
Thirty-four NTPS employees from 11 agencies engaged in new development opportunities and
building relations with other organisations through external secondments.

Natural Justice
EI 3 – Natural Justice, sets out the principles that must be observed in all dealings with
employees under PSEMA where an employee may be adversely affected by an impending
decision other than those taken under section 50 of PSEMA, which deals with summary
dismissal.
Apart from ensuring that employees are aware of and understand the principles of natural
justice (refer Figure 19), all agencies require that natural justice is adhered to in their
recruitment and selection policies and procedures. Ninety-five percent of agencies specify
that natural justice is adhered to in their discipline, complaints, and grievances policies and
procedures, and 95% of agencies require natural justice is observed to in their code of conduct
policies and procedures. Only one agency has not created specific policies for discipline,
complaint handling, grievance and Code of Conduct policies, instead referring back to relevant
Employment Instructions on a case by case basis due to its small size.
To ensure that employees understand the principles of natural justice, agencies use a variety of
methods, as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 32 – Methods used to Communicate Principals of Natural Justice with Employees

PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT
DISCUSSIONS

MERIT SELECTION
TRAINING

95%

90%

INFORMATION
PROVIDED ON
REQUEST BY HR

REFERRAL TO
OCPE WEBSITE

77%

AGENCY
WEBSITES

72%

AGENCY
INDUCTIONS

59%

AGENCY
INFORMATION
SESSIONS

40%

AGENCY
NEWSLETTERS/
BULLETINS,
INCLUDING EMAIL

31%
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90%
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Merit
PRINCIPLE
Section 5D of PSEMA

Definition of the Merit Principle
Section 5D of PSEMA defines the merit principle as follows.
(1) The merit principle is that the employment of a person as an employee, or the promotion or
transfer of an employee, under this Act must be based solely on the person’s suitability:
(a) to perform the relevant duties; and
(b) for employment in the relevant workplace; and
(c) for employment in the Public Sector.
(2) A person’s suitability is to be determined having regard to the person’s:
(a) knowledge; and
(b) skills; and
(c) qualifications and experience; and
(d) potential for future development.
(3) The merit principle applies subject to sections 35(7), 38B(1), 42(2), 46(3) and 49C(3).

Agency Observance of the Merit Principle
All 22 agencies indicated that they had implemented processes to ensure employees are aware
of and observe the prescribed merit principle, section 5D of PSEMA.

Employment Based on Merit and Merit Selection
To ensure that the merit principle is applied in all selection decisions, and to achieve
consistency and best practice in all selection processes, all NTPS agencies are required to
comply with the NTPS Recruitment and Selection Policy. The one page policy ensures that the
most suitable applicants are selected to vacancies, and that NTPS selection processes are:
>
>
>
>
>
>

simplified (ie not lengthy or unduly process-oriented)
consistent across NTPS agencies
fair and transparent
courteous and respectful of applicants
designed to assess applicants’ suitability based on proven capabilities
informative about the reasons for selecting successful applicants.

Merit selection information (Simplified Recruitment Policy, Templates, and Guidelines) is
readily available to employees on the OCPE internet site. Employees are also informed of merit
selection processes during staff induction programs, merit selection training programs, and
through staff newsletters and bulletins. Agency HR units also provide advice to employees on
agency selection processes, as required.
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Under the NTPS Recruitment and Selection
Policy, all employees who participate as panel
members are required to complete Merit
Selection training. Merit Selection training
is available in a half-day face-to-face format
offered by OCPE, or via the OCPE online
learning module. Agencies verify that panel
members have completed the merit selection
training as part of their selection processes,
with many agencies requiring panel members
to provide the date of their training on the
selection assessment report. Agencies then
cross-check compliance via training records
kept by the agency or OCPE.
The requirement for employees to attend
merit selection training in order to be
eligible for selection panels enhances panel
understanding of NTPS merit selection
procedures and the ability to complete
selection processes effectively and in
increasingly shorter timeframes.

Redeployment
Under section 41 of PSEMA, a CEO can
declare an employee potentially surplus
(a redeployee) where all reasonable attempts
have been made to find a suitable placement
for the employee within the agency.
EI 14 – Redeployment and Redundancy
Procedures sets out the processes that apply to
redeployees and to assist them to find suitable
alternative employment elsewhere in the NTPS.
Under these processes, where a redeployee

applies for a vacancy at level (essentially a
transfer), a redeployee will be assessed for
the vacancy having regard to section 5D(2) of
PSEMA and whether the redeployee would be
suitable with a reasonable period of training.
The merit principle does not apply (noting
that the person has already been deemed
suitable at their classification level), and the
redeployee must be assessed before any other
applicants are considered. Where more than
one redeployee applies for a vacancy, the merit
principle will be applied between them.
During 2017–18, 10 redeployees were placed
in suitable alternative positions, two resigned
their employment, and 17 employees accepted
offers of voluntary retrenchment. At the end
of 2017–18, 25 redeployees were registered
on the OCPE Database. There were no forced
redundancies.

NTPS Capability and
Leadership Framework
The NTPS CLF provides a common
language to support consistent sector-wide
leadership, management, and core skills
capability development and is designed
to ensure that leadership capabilities and
behaviours exist across all levels to meet
future challenges. The CLF can be a useful
tool for assisting panels to assess a person’s
capabilities at a particular designation level.
A majority of agencies (86%) reported
utilising the NTPS CLF in their agency.

86%

PERFORMANCE DISCUSSIONS

82%

ENCOURAGE EMPLOYEE SELF-ASSESSMENT

82%

JOB DESIGN

73%

TRAINING PLANS

68%

REVIEW OF JOB DESCRIPTIONS

45%

SUCCESSION PLANNING

14%

THE CLF IS NOT USED IN OUR AGENCY

MERIT PRINCIPLE

Figure 33 – NTPS CLF use in Agencies
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EQUALITY OF EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY PRINCIPLE
Section 5E of PSEMA

Definition of the Equality of Employment Opportunity
Principle
Section 5E of PSEMA defines the equality of employment opportunity principle as follows.
(1) The equality of employment opportunity principle is that human resource management in the
Public Sector must be directed towards the following:
(a) ensuring all persons have equal opportunity to compete for employment, promotion and
transfer, and to pursue careers, within the Public Sector;
(b) eliminating unlawful discrimination from human resource management in the Public Sector;
(c) promoting diversity among employees reflective of the diversity of persons in the community.
(2) In this section:
unlawful discrimination means discrimination that is unlawful under the Anti-Discrimination Act.

Agency Observance of the Equality of Employment
Opportunity Principle
All 22 agencies indicated that they had implemented processes to ensure employees are aware
of and observe the prescribed equality of employment principle, section 5E of PSEMA.

Inclusion and Diversity
EI 10 – Equality of Employment Opportunity Programs sets out rules for developing programs
to ensure that employees have equal employment opportunities in accordance with PSEMA.
All agencies demonstrated compliance in 2017–18, predominantly through information
provided at induction (68%), implementation of special measures policy (64%), and recruitment
through the Aboriginal Employment Program (55%). Ad hoc HR advice to managers on the
subject was also offered by almost all agencies.
A significant Inclusion and Diversity Information Campaign occurred during 2016–17. This
involved up-skilling staff by providing a number of training programs on disability confidence
and unconscious bias. In 2017–18, 11 agencies reported conducting independent disability and
mental health awareness training sessions. This is in addition to six whole-of-sector disability
webinar sessions delivered by Australian Network on Disability. Similarly, seven agencies
reported holding agency specific unconscious bias training sessions. Again, this is in addition
to seven whole-of-sector sessions delivered by OCPE, which had attendees from 15 agencies.
The number of people employed with disability within an agency is likely to flux for a number
of reasons throughout the year, including temporary disabilities (such as injury or illness),
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or existing employees identifying as having a disability sometime after recruitment. Five
agencies reported having engaged an external service provider to assist in the recruitment
of employees with disability. This figure is likely to be higher given our Disability Employment
Program and the requirement to engage with an external service provider to employ people
with disability through this program. The overall figure for disability employment in the NTPS,
as captured through the HR reporting system PIPS has remained stable at 1.1%. This figure
should be noted in context of the results of the voluntary and confidential whole-of-sector
employee survey, which reported 4% of employees identified as having a disability.
While some agencies made note that they do not centrally capture requests for workplace
adjustments, Figure 30 shows the adjustments that were required to enable employees with
disability to work comfortably.

Figure 34 – Workplace Adjustments Required for Staff with Disability

PHYSICAL
ACCESS

50%

32%

NO ADJUSTMENT
REQUIRED

WORKSTATION
(ie standing desk)

18%

18%

ERGONOMIC
FURNITURE/AIDS
(arm rests)

IT HARDWARE

All agencies reported having inclusive workforce practices. The most common being the
promotion and active encouragement of the use of flexible work arrangements as an option
to support the needs of people with disability and caring responsibilities. Employees with
disability requesting a workstation (ie standing desk) increased
from 14% in 2016–17 to 32% in 2017–18.
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9%
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Figure 31 shows other inclusive work practices that were undertaken within NTPS agencies.
Figure 35 – Percentage of Inclusive Work Practices Undertaken across NTPS Agencies

INCLUSIVE
WORK
PRACTICES

14%

76%

ACTIVELY PROMOTING
THE EMPLOYMENT OF
OLDER WORKERS

CELEBRATING
HARMONY DAY

71%
ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN
NAIDOC WEEK CELEBRATIONS

24%
67%
DELIVERY OF
CROSS CULTURAL
COMPETENCE TRAINING

RECOGNITION OF
INTERNATIONAL DAY
OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

Cross Cultural Training
The NTPS strives to have a culturally
competent and informed workforce, to ensure
NTPS employees can work effectively in
culturally diverse environments. The provision
of CCT is mandated under section 3 of EI 10, in
an effort to ensure services are delivered and
consultation is conducted effectively. Agencies
have demonstrated commitment to CCT with
73% of agencies offering basic cross cultural
awareness and 23% of agencies mandating the
training for all new employees as part of their
induction process.
Agencies mandating CCT for all new
employees will be on the increase, since the
AECD Division developed a Cross Cultural
E-Learn – Foundational Story to support the
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NTPS Cross Cultural Training Framework.
The E-Learn is to be an additional resource
to agencies’ existing tailored CCT programs
and is intended to be completed prior to
undertaking the agency face-to-face training.
The OCPE maintains a CCT Framework,
which identifies five key areas of training,
including in depth training for frontline staff
and those designing programs and service
delivery. This framework is supported by
a sector-wide panel contract for training
and development which gives agencies
streamlined access to providers for the
delivery of CCT. A total of 1715 employees
participated in CCT in 2017–18.

Figure 36 – Percentage of Agencies that Offered Cross Cultural Training

WE HAVE NOT
IMPLEMENTED CCT

TRAINING FOR MANAGERS
OF CROSS CULTURAL TEAMS

BASIC CCT

REVERSE CCT

23%

32%
73%

IN DEPTH CCT

27%

5%
14%

CCT IS PART OF
INDUCTION

0%

CCT FOR SENIOR
MANAGERS

Over 30% of the NT population are
Aboriginal and an estimated 14% of working
age Australians are people with disability.
At present, the NTPS has 10.4% Aboriginal
representation in the workforce and 1.1%
people with disability. This figure should
be noted in context of the results of the
voluntary and confidential whole-of-sector
employee survey, which reported 4% of
employees identified as having a disability.
The NTG values diversity and believes we
could provide better service by being more
representative of our community. The NTG
has set an ambitious goal for the NTPS of
16% Aboriginal employees by 2020, and is
also strongly encouraging the recruitment
of people with disability.

> Indigenous Employment and Career
Development Strategies
> inclusion of the agency’s Aboriginal
employment target in the Performance
Agreements of Executive/Senior Officers
(41% of agencies currently include these
targets)
> participation in Senior Aboriginal Leaders
groups
> Special Measures Recruitment Plans
> participation in the NTPS Disability
Employment Program
> NTPS EmployAbility Strategy 2018–2022.

Agencies have reported the following
programs enhance employment opportunities
for Aboriginal people and for people with
disability:
> Aboriginal Apprentice, Cadet, and
Traineeship programs
> Aboriginal Employment Program
> inclusion of Aboriginal recruitment in
strategic action plans
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EEO Recruitment and Special Measures
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EI 15 – Special Measures
EI 15 – Special Measures is a program, plan,
or arrangement designed to promote equality
of opportunity for disadvantaged groups. The
two EEO groups that the CPE has identified
as having not yet obtained equality of
opportunity in employment within the NTPS
are: Aboriginal and people with disabilities.
In 2015–16, the CPE issued an Employment
Instruction and Guidelines on Special
Measures, and throughout 2017–18
continued to encourage agencies to
implement Special Measures recruitment
plans for the target EEO groups. As a result,
many Special Measures agency plans have
been implemented, particularly in the area
of Aboriginal recruitment.
The two most common types of Special
Measures recruitment plans which have been
implemented in the NTPS are ‘Designated
Positions’, and ‘Priority Consideration and
Preference in Selection’.

Designated Positions
In this type of Special Measures recruitment
plan, the agency specifically designates a
vacancy for a person from an EEO group
and it cannot be filled by any person from
outside that group. This type of plan is most
commonly used in relation to people with
disability, and a number of positions within
the NTPS have been filled on this basis during
2017–18. Another area where designated
position are utilised is occupations where the
duties are specific to the skills of a certain
group – such as Aboriginal Health Workers
or Aboriginal Interpreters.

Priority Consideration and Preference
in Selection
In this type of Special Measures recruitment
plan, applicants from the EEO target
group are considered first before all other
applicants, and given preference in selection
provided they meet all the criteria and are
suitable at level. In the discretion of the
agency, priority plans can apply to specific
vacancies or to all advertised vacancies.
Eleven NTPS agencies continue to have in
place a priority preference recruitment
plan for Aboriginal applicants for all
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advertised vacancies.
These agencies are:
> Department of the Chief Minister
> Department of Corporate and Information
Services
> Department of Education
> Department of Health
> Department of Housing and Community
Development
> Department of Tourism and Culture
> Department of Trade, Business and
Innovation
> Office of the Commissioner for Public
Employment
> Police, Fire and Emergency Services
(for NTPS vacancies)
> Power and Water Corporation
> Territory Families
A number of other agencies have
implemented Special Measures plans
applying only to some vacancies, as decided
by the agency.

Indigenous Employment
and Career Development
Strategy
The NTPS remains committed to achieving
a public sector that reflects the Aboriginal
community it serves. Aboriginal Territorians
represent over 70% of the NTPS clientele in
a range of services. As previously mentioned,
over 30% of the NT’s population is Aboriginal,
compared to the national average of around
3% of the population.
The NTPS is the largest employer in the NT
and is in a unique position to contribute to
improving social and economic outcomes for
Aboriginal Territorians through increasing
Aboriginal employment across all levels of
the NTPS, and subsequently providing more
relevant, efficient, and effective services.
The IECDS outlines the NTG’s commitment
with the objective to increase and encourage
Aboriginal employment, participation, and
capability at all levels of NTPS work

activity and in all areas within agencies.
The strategy also aims to enhance
professional development and career
opportunities for Aboriginal employees,
to enable them to determine their own
employment and career pathways.

employment by 2020 has been set for
the NTPS, including 10% for Aboriginal
participation in the senior management/
executive levels by 2020. All NTPS agencies
will contribute to the achievement of the
targets through agencies’ individual set
targets for Aboriginal employment.

A global target of 16% Aboriginal

Figure 37 – Methods used by Agencies to Implement the IECDS

55%

CELEBRATE EVENTS OF
SIGNIFICANCE (ie NAIDOC)

OFFER MENTORING
AND COACHING TO
ABORIGINAL EMPLOYEES

IMPLEMENTED SPECIAL
MEASURES POLICY

55%

64%
55%

OFFER CULTURAL AWARENESS TRAINING

OFFER CULTURAL
COMPETENCE TRAINING

68%

32%
45%

18%

WE HAVE NOT IMPLEMENTED
ANY PART OF THE IECD STRATEGY

To assist in achieving their targets,
59% of agencies have developed their
own specific Aboriginal Employment and
Career Development Strategy/Program
or Action Plan. More effort is required in
monitoring and reporting against agencies’
key responsibilities under the IECDS. This
will continue as an ongoing process through
the AECD Champions, Resource, and Senior
Aboriginal Reference Groups. The groups
provide leadership across agencies to assist
in the objective of increasing and achieving
sustainable Aboriginal employment and
capability in the NTPS.

DESIGNATED POSITIONS

59%
AGENCY SPECIFIC IECD STRATEGY
OR ACTION PLAN FOR RECRUITMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT

report it has decreased from 10.5% to
10.4%.
The NT Skills, Employment and Career Expo
is an annual event that travels across the
NT offering a unique opportunity for anyone
interested in starting, changing, re-skilling,
or upgrading their career. It’s a great way to
promote the NTPS as a career of choice with
many agencies promoting their business and
the types of careers available. Fifty percent of
agencies undertake this activity to specifically
attract Aboriginal employees.

As at June 2018 there were 2,383 Aboriginal
employees in the NTPS, six more than the
previous year. However, due to the variations
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RECRUIT THROUGH
THE DCIS ABORIGINAL
EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
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Figure 38 – Agency Activities Undertaken to Attract Aboriginal Employees

50%

PARTICIPATE IN CAREER EXPOS

45%

PROMOTE THROUGH
CHARLES DARWIN UNIVERSITY

41%

SCHOOL VISITS
(EG CLONTARF/STARS)

36%

36%

EMPLOYED ABORIGINAL STUDENTS
ON WORK EXPERIENCE

PROMOTE THROUGH NON-GOVERNMENT
ORGANISATIONS

27%

32%
PROMOTE THROUGH
ABORIGINAL ORGANISATIONS

23%

NONE OF THE ABOVE

PROMOTE THROUGH BATCHELOR INSTITUTE
OF INDIGENOUS TERTIARY EDUCATION

23%

EMPLOYED ABORIGINAL STUDENTS
ON VACATION EMPLOYMENT

23%

23%

EMPLOYED ABORIGINAL
STUDENTS ON CADETSHIPS

PROMOTE THROUGH COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM PROVIDER

18%
PROMOTE THROUGH OTHER
TERTIARY INSTITUTES

14%

ABORIGINAL MEDIA
(RADIO/NEWSPAPERS/TELEVISION)

5%

PROMOTE THROUGH JOB
SERVICES AUSTRALIA PROVIDERS
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Two successful initiatives arising from the
IECDS that are aimed at increasing Aboriginal
employee numbers in the NTPS are the NTPS
Aboriginal Employee Forums, and the ATSIEAP.
Two NTPS Aboriginal Employee Forums
were undertaken during 2017–18 aimed
at engaging with, and developing ideas for
increasing the number of Aboriginal employees
working in the NTPS. These workshop style
forums provide Aboriginal employees with the
opportunity to discuss current employment
issues and challenges, and contribute ideas for
future employment and career development
initiatives across the NTPS. During 2017–18
one forum was held in Darwin Forum on 7 and
8 November 2017, and another in Alice Springs
on 16 and 17 May 2018.

EQUALITY OF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY PRINCIPLE

The ATSIEAP is designed to prepare
Aboriginal Year 12 students for their
transition from school to work, including
working in the NTPS. The program has been
delivered to Year 12 Clontarf students at
Centralian Senior College in Alice Springs,
and in Darwin, Tennant Creek, and Alice
Springs. This included Clontarf students from
Casuarina Senior College and Tennant Creek
High School, as well as students from the
Girls Academy at Centralian Senior College.
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PERFORMANCE AND
CONDUCT PRINCIPLE
Section 5F of PSEMA

Definition of the Performance and Conduct Principle
Section 5F of PSEMA defines the performance and conduct principle as follows.
(1) The performance and conduct principle is that a public sector officer must do the following:
(a) carry out the officer’s duties as follows:
(i)

objectively, impartially, professionally and with integrity;

(ii)

to the best of the officer’s ability;

(iii)

i n accordance with the Act and any code of conduct applicable to the officer under
section 16(2)(c);

(b) t reat other public sector officers, other persons in the workplace and members of the public
fairly, equitably and with proper courtesy and consideration;
(c) ensure effective, efficient and appropriate use of public resources;
(d) a
 void actual or apparent conflicts of interest between personal or other interests and duties
as a public sector officer;
(e) ensure the officer’s personal conduct does not:
		

(i)

adversely affect the performance of the officer’s duties as a public sector officer; or

(ii)

bring the Public Sector into disrepute.

(2) In this section:
public sector officer means the Commissioner, a Chief Executive Officer or an employee.

Agency Observance of the Performance and Conduct
Principle
All 22 agencies indicated that they had implemented processes to ensure employees are aware
of and observe the prescribed performance and conduct principle, section 5F of PSEMA.
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Appropriate Workplace Behaviour
EI 13 – Appropriate Workplace Behaviour requires CEOs to develop and implement a policy
and procedure to foster appropriate workplace behaviour and a culture of respect, and to deal
effectively with inappropriate workplace behaviour and bullying. All agencies are compliant
with EI 13.
To foster appropriate workplace behaviour in the workplace, agencies provide information
to employees through a variety of methods as listed in Figure 38.
Figure 39 – Methods used to Provide Employees with Information on Appropriate Workplace
Behaviours

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
DISCUSSIONS

86%

AGENCY INDUCTIONS

82%

95%
Welc
o

AGENCY WEBSITES

64%

me

STAFF MEETINGS

82%

TRAINING IN
WORKPLACE BEHAVIOUR

73%

Ninety-one percent of agencies address matters of inappropriate workplace behaviours
immediately as they arise and document the outcomes. All agencies promote appropriate
workplace behaviours through promotion of the NTPS values.
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INFORMATION PROVIDED
ON REQUEST BY HR
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Efficient and Appropriate Use of Public Resources
Consistent with the Performance and Conduct Principle and the Code of Conduct, employees
are required to efficiently and appropriately use public resources. Agencies ensure employee
awareness of these requirements through a variety of methods, as shown in Figure 37.

Figure 40 – Methods used to Ensure Employees are Aware of the Requirements to Efficiently
and Appropriately use Public Resources

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
DISCUSSIONS

77%

AGENCY INDUCTIONS

86%

STAFF MEETINGS

86%

NOTICES IN
THE TEA ROOM

INFORMATION PROVIDED
ON REQUEST BY HR

32%

95%

AGENCY WEBSITES

73%

AGENCY
NEWSLETTERS/BULLETINS,
INCLUDING EMAIL

68%

Performance and Conduct
Code of Conduct
EI 12 – Code of Conduct provides guidance on a range of ethical and moral issues that may
affect employees from time to time. Wherever possible, the Code of Conduct provides practical
guidelines on how these ethical standards can be maintained and enhanced.
The PSEMA Performance and Conduct Principle prescribes that all NTPS employees perform
their duties in a professional manner and in accordance with PSEMA and any applicable Code
of Conduct. Forty-five percent of agencies have developed an agency specific Code of Conduct
or guidelines. This is a decrease from previous years.
To ensure employees can familiarise themselves with the Performance and Conduct Principle
and Code of Conduct, agencies use the methods shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 41 – Methods used to Provide Employees with Information on the Performance and
Conduct Principle and Code of Conduct
THROUGH PROMOTING
NTPS VALUES

77%

INFORMATION PROVIDED
ON REQUEST BY HR

TRAINING

95%

50%

AGENCY WEBSITE

77%
AGENCY
INDUCTION PROGRAMS

100%

Staﬀ

Meetin

10am
TODA
Y

Our Valu

es

Welc
o

me

g:

DISCUSSION AT
STAFF MEETINGS

68%

86%

PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT
DISCUSSIONS

MONDAY 27th
2pm Perfo
rmance Meet
ing

Under the Performance and Conduct Principle and the Code of Conduct, employees are
required to avoid potential conflicts of interest. Employees are required to declare their
financial and private interests on an annual basis, and seek permission to engage in paid
employment outside of work hours, to avoid conflicts of interest.
All NTPS agencies have appropriate policies and procedures to safeguard against potential
conflicts of interest. Employees who participate in merit or tender selection panels must also
declare any potential conflicts up front.
Employees are informed about their responsibility regarding conflicts of interest through a
range of methods, as shown in Figure 36.
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Conflicts of Interest
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Figure 42 – Methods used to Inform Employees about their Responsibility Regarding Conflicts
of Interest

AGENCY INDUCTIONS

86%

AGENCY WEBSITES

91%

PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT
DISCUSSIONS

68%

AGENCY
NEWSLETTERS/BULLETINS,
INCLUDING EMAIL

64%

STAFF MEETINGS

NOTICES IN
THE TEA ROOM

64%

14%

WHEN THEY COMMENCE
A PROJECT

INFORMATION PROVIDED
ON REQUEST BY HR

50%

86%

Discipline and Inability
Discipline
Where ongoing employees are suspected
of breaching the requirements of PSEMA,
including the Code of Conduct, action can
be taken under section 49 of PSEMA.
During 2017–18, there were 117 disciplinary
processes under section 49 of PSEMA across
15 agencies – a decrease from 2016–17.
The disciplinary breaches alleged were:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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inappropriate behaviour
negligence when performing duties
harassing another employee
absent without leave
inappropriate use of social media
misuse of official facilities and resources
breach of privacy
breach of policy
failure to remedy previous unsatisfactory
behaviour
failure to disclose an offence against the law
submitting fraudulent medical certificates
criminal charges
misconduct causing serious harm
fraud.
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Disciplinary actions taken by agencies under
section 49C of PSEMA were:
> no further action
> formal caution
> employee ordered to attend training
or counselling
> employee required to forgo a benefit
(eg mobile phone, home garaging)
> salary reduction
> employee transferred to perform
other duties
> employee suspended without
remuneration
> termination of employment.
Fixed period, casual, and executive contract
employees are not subject to the formal
discipline provisions of PSEMA. However,
some agencies did report disciplinary
breaches by these types of employees,
including:
> inappropriate behaviour
> negligence when performing duties

>
>
>
>
>

harassing another employee
absent without leave
misuse of official facilities and resources
breach of policy
failure to disclose an offence against the law.

Figure 43 – Summary of Discipline Cases: 2014–15 to 2017–18

Year

Number of cases

Percentage of NTPS

2017–18

117

0.55%

2016–17

142

0.63%

2015–16

223

1.08%

2014–15

103

0.51%

Inability

Across seven agencies, there were
25 employees formally subject to inability
action under Part 7 of PSEMA. Remedial
actions applied by agencies under
section 46 of PSEMA were:

> no further action
> employee ordered to attend training or
counselling
> salary reduction
> employee transferred to perform other
duties
> termination of employment.

Figure 44 – Inability or Unsatisfactory Performance Cases: 2014–15 to 2017–18

Year

Number of cases

Percentage of NTPS

2017–18

25

0.12%

2016–17

30

0.13%

2015–16

18

0.09%

2014–15

37

0.18%
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As with the discipline provisions, fixed period,
casual, and executive contract employees
are not subject to the inability provisions
of PSEMA.
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STAFFING PROFILE
OF THE NTPS

Introduction

Equity and Diversity

The Staffing Profile provides an insight into
the diversity of the NTPS workforce covering
gender, employment status (part-time,
full-time and casual), EEO groups and age,
as well as documenting staffing levels and
trends by agency. To provide a holistic
representation of the workforce, the Staffing
Profile captures individuals employed under
PSEMA and other relevant employment
legislation such as uniformed police,
employees of AAPA, and ministerial staff.
Any NTPS employee who recorded a
positive pay transaction in the final pay
of the reporting period is included in
the profile. This includes employees of
Government Owned Corporations such
as PWC, Territory Generation, and
Jacana Energy who are not ordinarily
included in NT Budget papers.

Information on the representation of EEO
groups in the NTPS is stored in PIPS. NTPS
employees voluntarily identify their own EEO
status, usually when they start employment.
The data tends to under-represent the actual
number of employees who are Aboriginal,
people with disability and people from
culturally diverse backgrounds.
At June 2018, in the NTPS the proportion
of employees identified as being:
> Aboriginal was 10.4%
> a person with disability was 1.1%
> a person from culturally diverse
background was 10.4%.

Figure 45 – Representation of Equal Opportunity Groups in the NTPS

Category
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June
2008

June
2009

June
2010

June
2011

June
2012

June
2013

June
2014

June
2015

June
2016

June
2017

June
2018

Ten-year
change

Aboriginal
Australians

7.7%

8.1%

8.1%

8.1%

8.4%

8.4%

8.7%

9.1%

10.0%

10.5%

10.4%

2.7% pts.

People with
disability

2.0%

1.8%

1.5%

1.4%

1.2%

1.2%

1.1%

1.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.1%

-0.9% pts.

People from
culturally diverse
background

6.2%

5.9%

5.5%

5.1%

5.7%

7.1%

8.4%

9.1%

9.8%

10.1%

10.4%

4.2% pts.

Women in senior
management
(SAO2 to ECO6)

37%

40%

40%

43%

44%

44%

44%

46%

49%

51%

51%

13.9% pts.
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Of note in the above table is that over
the last ten years Aboriginal employees
have increased their participation by
2.7 percentage points and women in senior
management by 13.9 percentage points.
More particularly relevant is that since
the introduction of the IECDS in 2002
the Aboriginal indice has increased from
4.6 percent to 10.4 percent, an increase
of 5.8 percentage points.

in the NT population and employment
numbers. There has been an overall increase
in public sector employment from around
14 200 to 21 207.
Aggregation of the data shows that from
1983 to 2018, the NT population grew by
86% while the labour force grew by 121%.
The NTPS is currently 49% larger than it was
in 1983. The NTPS increased by 14.8% from
2002 to 2008, and by an additional 12.8%
in the two subsequent years to June 2010.
The growth in 2012 of 4.6% can generally be
attributed to various government strategies
such as Closing the Gap/Stronger Futures
initiatives. The current year to June 2018
has seen an increase of +1.1%.

Staffing Levels
Figures 46 and 47 show movements in total
staffing in the NTPS compared to changes

Figure 46 – Growth in the NTPS, Labour Force, and Population: June 1983 to June 2018
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The change in the size of the public sector
since 1983 is compared directly to population
growth in Figure 47. The graph shows that
the population of the NT has grown steadily
during this period while NTPS staffing has
varied. The more significant increases in

staffing numbers coincide with government
commitments to increase staff resources
(eg 2003 in the Police, Education and health
sectors); strategies such as the ‘Intervention’
in 2009; and administrative arrangement
changes due to election outcomes.

Figure 47 – Movements in NT Population and NTPS Staff: 1983 to 2018
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NTPS

The breakdown of changes over the last
three years are illustrated clearly in Figure
48, which shows FTE staffing numbers for
each agency averaged over the June quarter
for 2018 and for the previous three years.
Also shown are the changes for each agency
between years. Comparison of quarterly data
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12 months apart removes seasonal effects on
staffing numbers and is more sensitive than
annual averages to relatively rapid changes
in overall staffing levels. Periodic changes
to administrative arrangements can affect
the time series tracking of staffing numbers
associated with many government functions.

Figure 48 – Changes to Average NTPS Staff Employed by Agency: June Quarter 2015 to June Quarter 2018

Aboriginal Areas Protectn Authority

Average
June
quarter
2016
30

30

Arts & Museums

126

120

Attorney-General & Justice (former)

477

498

Attorney-General & Justice
(+ Corrections)
Auditor General

Average
June
quarter
2017

Change
over 12
months
..

Average
June
quarter
2018

Change
over 12
months
29

-1

-6

to T&C

- 120

21

to AG&J

- 498

new

1 512

Change
over 12
months
25

-4

1 512

1 473

- 39

5

..

335

38

5

5

..

5

..

Business

345

360

15

to TB&I

- 360

Chief Minister

313

322

9

297

- 25

Children & Families

612

629

17

to TF

- 629

31

31

..

35

4

31

-4

604

3

619

15

621

2

to AG&J
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Commissioner for Public Employmt
Community Services

to LG&CS

Corporate & Information Services

601

Correctional Services

985

988

3

94

privatised
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4 107
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Darwin Port Corporation
Education
Environment & Natural Resources
Health
Housing

6 305
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378

374

Housing & Community Development
Infrastructure

338

343

Infrastructure, Planning & Logistics

37

4 303

159

4 292

- 11

new

289

289

299

10

263

6 804

236

6 989

185

602

23

-4

to H&CD

- 374

new

579

579

5

to IP&L

- 343

new

735

735

750

15

Jacana Energy

20

57

37

58

1

63

5

Land Development Corp

19

18

-1

19

1

19

..

Land Resource Management

261

277

16

to E&NR

- 277

Lands, Planning & Environment

290

282

-8

to IP&L

- 282
104

3

Legislative Assembly
Local Govt & Community Services
Local Government & Regions
Mines & Energy
NT Electoral Commission
Ombudsman

97

96

-1

101

5

214

241

27

to H&CD

- 241

162

160

-2

to PI&R

- 160

14

19

5

16

-3

13

-3

11

1

to LG&CS

12

13

1

10

-3

285

287

2

to T&C

- 287

Police, Fire & Emergency Services

2 034

2 108

74

2 090

- 18

2 220

130

Power & Water Corporation

1 129

955

- 174

945

- 10

893

- 52

Primary Industry & Fisheries

322

344

442

- 36

Parks & Wildlife Commission

Primary Industry & Resources
Sport & Recreation

51

56

Territory Families
Territory Generation

203

Tourism & Culture
Tourism NT

79

82

232

229

Trade, Business & Innovation
Transport
Treasury & Finance
TOTAL

22

to PI&R

- 344

new

478

478

5

to T&C

- 56

new

819

819

806

- 13

203

235

32

214

- 21

new

604

604

593

- 11

3

to T&C

- 82
249

10

new

239

239

-3

to IP&L

- 229

151

153

2

153

..

158

5

20 119

20 596

477

20 974

378

21 207

233
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AGENCY*

Average
June
quarter
2015

Note: Numbers refer to the Full Time Equivalent (FTE) of all paid staff for the June 2018 quarter.
* Agencies marked ‘new’ are as a result of changes in Administrative Arrangements. Cells prefaced with “to” indicate that this agency’s
primary functions have been transferred to the new agency indicated.
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Staffing by Employment Status
Data on the employment status of staff from June 2008 to June 2018 is presented in
Figure 49. The slight increase in the 2017–18 period of ongoing numbers may be the result
of Government initiatives to transfer the employment of fixed period teachers to ongoing,
which has been occurring since April 2018.
Figure 49 – Employment Status of NTPS Staff: 2008 to 2018

Change
08 to 18

STATUS

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Ongoing

72.3%

70.9%

70.4%

70.8%

69.9%

73.4%

71.6%

70.6%

69.5%

69.2%

69.8%

-2.5% pts.

Fixed Period

23.7%

24.9%

25.3%

25.3%

26.1%

22.7%

24.6%

25.6%

26.7%

27.0%

26.7%

3.0% pts.

Casual

3.7%

4.0%

3.9%

3.7%

3.7%

3.6%

3.6%

3.5%

3.5%

3.6%

3.3%

-0.4% pts.

Misc.

0.3%

0.3%

0.4%

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

0.2%

0.2%

0.1%

-0.2% pts.

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Part-time Staffing
Part-time work has, in recent years, been
encouraged as an option to assist in retaining
the valuable skills of employees who are
striving to achieve a better work-life balance.
For the purposes of this section, part-time
employment includes all employees who
have a part-time flag in PIPS.

At 2 469, the number of part-time NTPS
employees this year is 53 higher than it was at
the same time last year. There has, over time,
been increases in the number of part-time
employees across most streams. The increase
in the proportion of workers in part-time
employment since 2007 is shown in Figure 50.

Figure 50 – Part-time in the NTPS: 2008 to 2018

STATUS

Part-time staff

54

2008

8.9%

2009

9.3%

2010

9.0%
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2011

9.2%

2012

9.6%

2013

9.8%

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

10.7%

10.3%

10.8%

11.1%

11.1%

Change
08 to 18

2.2% pts.

Staffing by Gender
The proportion of women in the public sector has increased to an all time high of 63.9% this year.
Figure 51 – Proportion of Women in the NTPS: 1993 to 2018

66%
64%
62%
60%
58%
56%
54%
52%

Figure 53 further breaks this down by showing
the proportion of total men and women in each
age group who are engaged in part-time work
arrangements. Note that this graph treats each
individual age group separately and, regardless
of how many are in the age group, charts the
proportion in that group who are part-time.
In previous years, such arrangements had been
most common among the youngest and oldest

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

groups, with an additional upward trend during
the child rearing years. However this year, the
upward trend for women in the child rearing
years is now equal to or exceeds the youngest
and oldest groups. Also obvious is that men are
proportionately far less likely to be engaged in
part-time work for all age groups.
It should also be noted that because the
numbers of men in part-time work are
low, when the data is disaggregated as in
Figure 53, the proportions in age categories
where the numbers are low (ie the young,
and seniors) can vary considerably.
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Figure 52 illustrates that permanent part-time
work arrangements are far more common
for women than men (84% of part-timers
are women) and far more prevalent in the
parenting years, especially for women.
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50%
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Figure 52 – Part-time Employees by Age and Gender: June 2018
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Figure 53 – Proportion of Part-time Employees in Age Groups by Gender: June 2018
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Males

Trend Females

Trend Males

65+

The proportions of women to men in each agency are shown in Figure 54. This division can
be misleading for very small agencies because minor staff changes can vary the proportions
considerably. However, the graph shows quite clearly that there are some large agencies where
one gender predominates.

Figure 54 – Proportions of Men and Women by Agency (All Employees): 2018
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Tourism & Culture
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Figure 55 illustrates the change in the
proportion of women by vocational stream
from June 1994 to June 2018. The seven
major streams are derived from the historical
industrial relations framework and are
retained for the purpose of making consistent
time series comparisons. In the NTPS these
streams consist, in alphabetical order, of
Administration (clerical and managerial staff),
Health (doctors, nurses and Aboriginal health
practitioners), Physical (work predominantly
of a physical nature), Professional (requiring
a specific professional qualification), Teaching
(all educators), Technical (requiring a specific
technical qualification) and Uniformed
(police, prison officers and fire fighters).

Figure 55 also reveals a spike in the
proportion of female physicals over the past
five years, and a corresponding decrease
in the proportion of technicals. This has
been due principally to the transfer of a
considerable number of male PWC former
trade employees into new classifications
with technical specialist labels, consequently,
moving from the physical into the technical
stream. These two streams are becoming
rather blurred in contemporary times
because of the much higher rates of pay the
labour market now awards to some trade
based occupations.

Figure 55 – Percentage of Women by Employment Stream: June 1994 to June 2018 with Overall
Percentage Change Since 1994
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Status by Gender
Figure 56 graphs the proportion of ongoing staff by gender from 1994 to 2018.
Figure 56 – Proportion of Ongoing Staff by Gender NTPS: 1994 to 2018
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Age by Gender
Figure 57 illustrates the division of staffing by age and gender at June 2018. As in previous
years, while women remain in the majority in the NTPS, they also remain over represented in
the lower age groups.
Figure 57 – Distribution of Men and Women in the NTPS by Age Group (All Employees): 2018
16%
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Percentage of Gender
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Trend Males

Figures 58 and 59 compare the percentage distributions of women and men both currently and in
1994. Of particular note is that females are staying in, or returning to, the workforce at a later age
to a greater extent than males. This is in line with ABS labour force participation rate data.
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Figure 58 – Distribution of Women in the NTPS by Age Group: June 1994 and June 2018
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Figure 59 – Distribution of Men in the NTPS by Age Group: June 1994 and June 2018
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The average age of NTPS employees from
June 1994 to June 2018 is shown in Figure 60.
Currently at 43.0 years, the overall average
has risen by 3.6 years during this time.

(32 years) was 5 years lower than the national
average of 37 years. Nevertheless, the
NT figure increased at a greater rate than
the Australian average over the same period
(+4.4 years for the NT vs. +4.0 years for
Australia). It is therefore reasonable to suggest
that the cause of the slowly ageing NTPS can
be at least partially attributed to the changing
demographics of the broader population.

Data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics
indicates that in the two decades prior to
2014 the median age of the Australian
population grew by four years. The median
age of Northern Territorians in June 2015

Figure 60 – Average Age by Gender NTPS Staff: 1994 to 2018
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Length of Service by Gender (Ongoing Employees)
Figure 61 compares the length of service profiles of men and women for ongoing employees only.
Figure 61 – Length of Service by Gender NTPS Staff: 2018 (Ongoing)
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Stream by Gender
While the gender balance within streams has varied, there has been less significant change in
the balance between streams over time. The largest employment category in the NTPS remains
the administrative stream, which accounts for 38.9% of the public sector. Women remain
overwhelmingly concentrated in administration, teaching and health. Figure 62 shows that the
greatest changes since 1994 have been increases in the proportions of health, administrative,
professional and uniformed staff, and a drop in the proportions of physical, teaching and technical
staff. This year, the administrative stream proportion has dropped back again to 38.9%.
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Figure 62 – Distribution of Men and Women in the NTPS by Employment Category: June 2018
(Change in Total Stream Proportion Since 1994)
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Salary by Gender
Over the last two decades, there has been a substantial increase in the participation rate of
women in the traditionally male dominated professional, technical and uniformed streams.
There has also been a concurrent marked increase in the numbers of women in middle and
senior management.
Figure 63 illustrates the significant difference in the profiles of male and female earnings in
2018. Executive contract officers are not included in this graph, and are reported on separately
in a later section (page 66).
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Figure 63 – Distribution of Men and Women in the NTPS by Salary Level: June 2018
2018
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Figure 64 shows the distribution of salary by gender over the then current salary ranges in 1995.
Figure 64 – Distribution of Men and Women in the NTPS by Salary Level: June 1995
1995
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Staffing by Stream
Age by Stream
A plot of average age against stream, together with the change in age for each stream
between 1994 and 2018, is shown in Figure 65. This illustrates that the health, uniformed,
and professional streams are, on average, the youngest in the NTPS. Technical, physical, and
teaching staff are the oldest.

Figure 65 – Average Age by Classification Stream: June 2018 All Employees with Change in
Median Age Since 1994
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Executive Contracts
Figure 66 shows the change in executive contracts numbers from June 2017 to June 2018 by
classification and gender.
Women on executive contract continue to be unevenly distributed over the different streams.
The administrative stream (45%) is in line with the average (46%) but the high proportion
of women in education (73%) is in contrast to the low levels among police (6%) and PWC
managers (22%).
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Figure 66 – Change in Executive Contract Numbers by Classification and Gender: June 2017 to
June 2018
Women
2017

2018

Men
Diffce

2017

Total

2018

Diffce

2017

2018

Diffce

Administration
Executive Officer 1

116

125

9

146

145

-1

262

270

8

Executive Officer 2

69

67

-2

66

75

9

135

142

7

Executive Officer 3

13

16

3

28

26

-2

41

42

1

Executive Officer 4

7

8

1

8

10

2

15

18

3

Executive Officer 5

6

6

0

9

7

-2

15

13

-2

Executive Officer 6

3

3

0

8

10

2

11

13

2

214

225

11

265

273

8

479

498

19

Contract Principal 2

45

42

-3

15

15

0

60

57

-3

Contract Principal 3

11

15

4

6

3

-3

17

18

1

Contract Principal 4

4

4

0

6

5

-1

10

9

-1

Contract Principal 5

1

1

0

2

0

-2

3

1

-2

61

62

1

29

23

-6

90

85

-5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Commissioner

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

Police Contract Officer

1

1

0

13

14

1

14

15

1

Sub-total

1

1

0

14

15

1

15

16

1

Executive Manager 1

3

3

0

20

13

-7

23

16

-7

Executive Manager 2

2

2

0

7

7

0

9

9

0

Executive Manager 3

5

4

-1

13

9

-4

18

13

-5

Executive Manager 4

5

4

-1

18

17

-1

23

21

-2

15

13

-2

58

46

-12

73

59

-14

291

301

10

366

357

-9

657

658

1

Sub-total
Education

Sub-total
Medical Specialists
Medical Contract
Police

Sub-total
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Staff Separation and Recruitment
Staff separation and recruitment data since 2011–12 is set out in Figures 67 and 68. For the
purpose of this section, recruitment is defined as when someone begins employment in the
NTPS and payment of salary commences. Separation is defined as when someone formally
leaves the NTPS, for whatever reason, and salary payments cease.
The following background information will assist in interpreting the turnover statistics. A few
years before PIPS was introduced, a decision was made to revise the reporting of turnover
data by producing two sets of tables. One contained both ongoing and fixed period employees
(as had been the custom) and the other included ongoing employees only. The practice of using
both sets of data has continued, as both have their uses in tracking turnover profiles. The data
representing ongoing employees only is contained in Figure 67 and the data representing both
ongoing and fixed period employees is in Figure 68.
Figure 67 – NTPS Separation and Recruitment Rates by Employment Category: 2012–13 to
2017–18 (Ongoing)*

recruitment rate %

separation rate %

recruitment rate %

separation rate %

recruitment rate %

separation rate %

recruitment rate %

2017–18

separation rate %

2016–17

recruitment rate %

2015–16

separation rate %

2014–15

recruitment rate %

2013–14

separation rate %

2012–13

8

3

8

3

8

4

7

4

6

3

7

3

Professional

11

6

12

7

12

7

12

6

12

4

11

4

Technical

11

7

9

6

8

7

10

5

6

4

7

3

Physical

9

9

12

7

10

5

10

3

8

5

7

4

Teaching

8

2

11

0

10

0

7

0

7

0

6

0

10

5

9

5

10

7

12

10

12

8

10

8

Uniformed

6

10

7

3

6

4

5

4

5

3

5

8

Total

9

5

9

4

9

4

8

5

8

4

8

4

Administrative

Health Workers

* For clarification regarding low recruitment rates see text.

Closer analysis of the data shows it is quite common for individuals to be hired as fixed period
employees and then, after a varying period, to win ongoing positions. Their status is simply
transferred across to ‘ongoing’ on the main database, but this is quite reasonably not reflected
in the commencement report. The commencements data thus shows them as being recruited
to fixed period, rather than ongoing, positions. The net result is that the figures for recruitment
of ongoing staff fall far below those for separation of ongoing staff without this actually being
the case.
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Figure 68 – NTPS Separation and Recruitment Rates by Employment Category: 2012–13 to
2017–18 (Ongoing and Fixed Period)
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37

37
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35
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24
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34
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37
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35
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37

7

14

7

6

7

7

6

6

6

5

5
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24
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recruitment rate %

recruitment rate %

26

separation rate %

separation rate %

2017–18

recruitment rate %

2016–17

separation rate %

2015–16

Administrative

Uniformed

recruitment rate %

2014–15

recruitment rate %

2013–14
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2012–13

As shown in Figure 68, the separation rate for 2017–18 was 21%, the same as last year, and up
to three percentage points lower than the preceding three years.

Reason for Separation

Admin

Teaching

Health

Profesnl.

Technical

Uniformed

Physical

Total

594

415

561

89

48

1

99

1807

Deceased

8

3

2

0

4

2

3

22

Dismissal

23

6

5

3

3

2

3

45

955

301

565

258

128

93

198

2498

Retire Invalid

2

0

1

0

1

2

0

6

Retire Min Age

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Retire Other

34

15

9

4

10

15

6

93

Retrenchment

19

0

0

1

9

0

0

29

Other

21

4

0

1

0

0

0

26

1656

744

1143

356

203

115

309

4526

Cessation – Temporary

Resignation

Total

* Does not include casual staff, those on long-term workers’ compensation, or external officers.

The breakdown of separations by type is listed by stream in Figure 69. The ageing workforce
and higher endemic turnover of post baby boomers will continue to apply pressure on staff
retention and recruitment in the NTPS.
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Figure 69 – Separation Statistics: 2017–18 (Ongoing and Fixed Period)*
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Personal Leave (Sick and Carer’s Leave)
The average amount of personal/sick leave taken for each employee since 1995–96 is shown in
Figure 70. The data suggests that there has been some variation from year to year, but overall
there has been a significant increase in the average days taken over that time. The overall
trend should be viewed in the context of the provision of carer’s leave over the period. Since
1994 employees have been permitted to take personal leave to care for immediate family or
household members. This was first provided for in the NTPS as part of the 1994 EBA, which
initially allowed up to five days to be taken for carer’s leave, increasing to 10 days in the
1997 EBA before the maximum limits were removed in the 2010 EBA.
Figure 70 – NTPS Average (Mean) Personal Leave Days Taken per Employee: 1995–96 to 2017–18
(data not reliable pre 1996)
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Figure 71 shows the mean number of days taken by stream and by gender for 2017–18.
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Figure 71 – NTPS Average (Mean) Sick Days Taken per Employee by Stream by Gender: 2017–18
Females
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Total

Administrative

11.6

9.8

11.1

Health Workers

8.6

5.3

7.9

10.6

8.9

9.8

Professional

9.4

8.1

8.9

Teaching

9.8

10.3

9.9

Technical

10.2

9.1

9.3

Uniformed

16.3

11.1

12.3

Total

10.6

9.4

10.2

Physical
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Employment Instruction

Summary of Employment Instruction

1. Filling Vacancies

Sets out rules for undertaking actions to
employ a person, or promote or transfer an
employee in accordance with PSEMA.

2. Probation

Sets out rules for managing probation for an
ongoing employee in accordance with PSEMA.

3. Natural Justice

Sets out the principles of natural justice to
ensure that persons exercising powers and
functions under PSEMA understand the
principles and apply them properly.

4.	
Employee Performance Management
and Development Systems

Sets out rules for developing and
implementing employee performance
management and development systems in
accordance with PSEMA.

5. Medical Examinations

Sets out rules for requiring an employee to
attend a medical examination.

6. Performance and Inability

Sets out rules for undertaking an employee
performance and inability process in
accordance with PSEMA.

7. Discipline

Sets out rules for undertaking a discipline
process in accordance with PSEMA.

8.	
Internal Agency Complaints and
Section 59 Grievance Reviews

Sets out rules for handling internal employee
grievances and procedures for employees
lodging grievances in accordance with
section 59 of PSEMA.

9. Employment Records

Sets out rules for keeping employment
records in accordance with PSEMA.
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Sets out rules for developing programs
to ensure that employees have equal
employment opportunities in accordance
with PSEMA.

11.	Occupational Health and Safety
Standards Programs

Sets out the rules for developing occupational
health and safety standards and programs in
NTPS agencies.

Employment Instruction

Summary of Employment Instruction

12. Code of Conduct

Is the Code of Conduct which stipulates the
basic level of conduct expected of ‘public
sector officers’ (employees, CEOs and
the CPE). CEOs may issue agency specific
codes of conduct consistent with PSEMA,
Regulations, By laws, and EIs.

13. Appropriate Workplace Behaviour

Sets out the requirement for all employees
to behave appropriately in the workplace
and for CEOs to foster a culture which
supports appropriate behaviour and is
free from bullying. It also provides the
NTPS definition of workplace bullying
and inappropriate behaviour.

14.	Redeployment and Redundancy
Procedures

Designed to assist NTPS employees and
agencies in understanding their rights and
obligations in redeployment and redundancy
situations, and to ensure that these situations
are handled as sensitively, efficiently, and
effectively as possible.

15. Special Measures

Sets out the requirements and conditions
for approval by the CPE of agency special
measures programs, plans, or arrangements.
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10.	Equality of Employment Opportunity
Programs
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Survey to Agencies
Welcome to the 2017–18 Agency Reporting Survey, and thank you for participating in this survey – your
feedback is important.
Section 18 of the Public Sector Employment and Management Act (PSEMA) requires the Commissioner for
Public Employment to report in writing to the Minister on human resource management in the NT Public
Sector during that financial year. The reporting requirement is fulfilled through the annual NTPS State of
the Service Report, and the information in the report is primarily sourced through PIPS reports and this
Agency Reporting Survey. In this survey, agency CEOs will be asked to critically analyse and report on
the application of human resource management within their agencies. The information provided will
inform the 2017–18 NTPS State of the Service Report and be tabled in the Legislative Assembly in
October/November 2018.
Please acknowledge this important information before completing the survey.

Survey Instructions:
Please note the following instructions for
completing this survey.
A. Respondents can change answers on any
survey page up until the survey is submitted
(it’s submitted once you’ve pressed the ‘Done
– Submit’ button.)
B. Respondents can go back to previous pages
in the survey until they click the ‘Done –
Submit’ button or exit the survey.
C. Before clicking the ‘Done –
Submit’ button, contact the OCPE
(via enquiries.ocpe@nt.gov.au) and request
a copy of your completed survey to be
emailed to you. This survey should be
checked to ensure it correctly reflects your
agency’s responses. Once satisfied that it
does, and your CEO has signed his/her ‘CEO
Declaration’, click the ‘Done – Submit’ button
to finalise completion of the survey. Once the
‘Done – Submit’ button has been selected, no
further amendment can be made.
D. After the survey is complete and the
‘Done – Submit’ button has been clicked,
the respondent will not be able to access
the survey again.
E. If you have any queries regarding
the survey, please email them to
enquiries.ocpe@nt.gov.au. All queries will
be included in the weekly FAQ, so that all
agencies receive consistent information.
F.

One respondent will have access to this
survey per agency only.

G. All survey questions are mandatory.
When completing this survey, please refer to
the Survey Manual to assist with acronyms
and definitions.
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Agency Representative
Acknowledgement
1. My name is
2. For which NTPS agency will this survey be
completed?
3. I have read and acknowledge the Survey
Instructions.

Human Resource Management
Principle (section 5C of PSEMA)
4. Which activities did your agency undertake
to improve attraction of staff in the 2017–18
financial year? Select all that apply.
Participate in career expos
School visits
Promote through Charles Darwin
	
University
Promote through Batchelor Institute of
	
Indigenous Tertiary Education
Promote through other Tertiary Institutes
	
Promote through Job Services Australia
	
providers
Promote through Non-Government
	
Organisations
Employed students on work experience
	
Employed students on vacation
	
employment
Employed students on cadetships
	
Media (newspaper/radio/television)
	
Overseas recruitment
	
None of the above
	

Use Flexible working hours
	
(Flextime) policy
Home-based work / telework
	
Job sharing
	
Part-time work
	
Career breaks
	
Part-year employment
	
Short term absences for family
	
& community responsibilities
Utilisation of recreation leave
	
at half pay
Purchase of additional leave
	
NTPS Extended Leave Scheme
	
6. How are these practices recorded and
monitored? Select all that apply.
Formal written flexible work agreements,
	
reviewed periodically
Informal verbal agreements, reviewed
	
periodically
myHR records
	
Flex time sheets are used for flexible work
	
Managers monitor each individual case
	
We do not monitor these agreements
	
7. Please advise the number of requests for
flexible work practices that were received
in the 2017–18 financial year for employees
under 55 years of age. Use numerals only.
Use Flexible working hours
	
(Flextime) policy
Home-based work / telework
	
Job sharing
	
Part-time work
	
Career breaks
	
Part-year employment
	
Short term absences for family
	
& community responsibilities
Utilisation of recreation leave at
	
half pay
Purchase of additional leave
	
NTPS Extended Leave Scheme
	
These records are not held centrally
	
We do not keep these records
	

(‘Employment Instruction 9 –
Employment Records’ requires
agencies to keep these records)
8. In accordance with the work life balance
clause in your agency’s Enterprise Agreement
(eg Clause 48.4 (a)(ii) of the General
Enterprise Agreement), please advise the
number of requests for flexible work practices
that were received in the 2017–18 financial
year for employees who are 55 years of age
and over. Use numerals only.
Use Flexible working hours
	
(Flextime) policy
Home-based work / telework
	
Job sharing
	
Part-time work
	
Career breaks
	
Part-year employment
	
Short term absences for family
	
& community responsibilities
Utilisation of recreation leave at
	
half pay
Purchase of additional leave
	
NTPS Extended Leave Scheme
	
These records are not held centrally
	
We do not keep these records
	
(‘Employment Instruction 9 –
Employment Records’ requires
agencies to keep these records)
9. Please advise the number of approved flexible
work practices for 2017–18 financial year
for employees under 55 years of age. Use
numerals only.
Use Flexible working hours
	
(Flextime) policy
Home-based work / telework
	
Job sharing
	
Part-time work
	
Career breaks
	
Part-year employment
	
Short term absences for family
	
& community responsibilities
Utilisation of recreation leave at
	
half pay
Purchase of additional leave
	
NTPS Extended Leave Scheme
	
These records are not held centrally
	
We do not keep these records
	
(‘Employment Instruction 9 –
Employment Records’ requires
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5. In accordance with the work life balance
clause in your agency’s Enterprise Agreement
(eg Clause 48 of the General Enterprise
Agreement), how many of the flexible work
practices and/or other initiatives that support
work life balance, are in place in your agency?
Use numerals only.
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agencies to keep these records)
10. Please advise the number of approved flexible
work practices for 2017–18 financial year for
employees who are 55 years of age and over.
Use numerals only.
Use Flexible working hours
	
(Flextime) policy
Home-based work / telework
	
Job sharing
	
Part-time work
	
Career breaks
	
Part-year employment
	
Short term absences for family
	
& community responsibilities
Utilisation of recreation leave at
	
half pay
Purchase of additional leave
	
NTPS Extended Leave Scheme
	
These records are not held centrally
	
We do not keep these records
	
(‘Employment Instruction 9 –
Employment Records’ requires
agencies to keep these records)
11. In accordance with the work life balance
clause in your agency’s Enterprise Agreement
(eg Clause 48.4(d) of the General Enterprise
Agreement), what were the reasons that
flexible work arrangements were not
approved? Select all that apply.
The requested arrangements are too costly
	
Other employees’ working arrangements
	
could not be changed to accommodate the
request
It is impractical to change the working
	
arrangements of other employees, or
hire new employees to accommodate the
request
The request would result in significant
	
loss of productivity, or have a significant
negative impact on customer service
No instances of non-approval of flexible
	
work requests occurred
These records are not held centrally
	
We do not keep these records
	
(‘Employment Instruction 9 – Employment
Records’ requires agencies to keep these
records)
12. In accordance with section 5C(1c)(ii)
of PSEMA, our agency reviews the Job
Descriptions: Select all that apply.
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Prior to advertising a vacancy
	
During change management
	
When prompted by a performance
	
management review
On request from individual employee
	
13. Job design and job evaluation occur as part of:
Select all that apply.
Internal change management
	
Machinery of government changes
	
Establishment of new functions
	
On request from individual employee
	
14. In accordance with section 5C(1c)(ii) of
PSEMA, does your agency structure in PIPS
accurately reflect the following? Select all that
apply.
PIPS position structure and JES align
	
Position numbers reflect nominal and
	
actual incumbents
The structure is not accurately reflected
	
15. In accordance with section 5C(1c)(iv) of
PSEMA, is your agency able to demonstrate
that natural justice is adhered to as part of the
following policies and procedures?
Indicate:
Recruitment and selection
	
	Discipline
Performance management
	
Code of conduct
	
Complaints
	
Grievances
	
16. Which workplace health and wellbeing
initiatives did your agency have in place over
the 2017–18 financial year? Select all that
apply.
Flexible work practices including Flex time
	
Staff reward and recognition
	
Social club
	
Participate in charity events, Jeans for
	
Genes, Biggest Morning Tea etc.
Offer discount gym membership
	
Lunchtime health/fitness sessions
	
Flu Vaccinations
	
Encourage participation in events such
	
as Mother’s Day run, City to Surf, 10000
steps
We do not promote workplace health and
	
wellbeing initiatives

Agency induction
	
Performance management discussions
	
Staff meetings
	
Notices in the tea room
	
Agency website
	
Agency newsletters/bulletins including
	
email
Information provided on request by HR
	
We do not promote Employee Assistance
	
Programs
18. In accordance with section 5C(1c)(i) of
PSEMA, how are employees in your agency
provided with information about Government
priorities relevant to their workplace? Select
all that apply.
Through the corporate and business/
	
budget planning process
Through internal newsletters and
	
e-bulletin
By managers/supervisors/team meetings
	
As part of the performance management
	
process
Promoted on the intranet
	
Quarterly meetings with all Directors
	
19. In accordance with section 5C(1c)(i) of
PSEMA, how does your agency encourage
staff contribution to workplace changes which
affect them? Select all that apply.
Through the corporate and business/
	
budget planning process
By managers/supervisors/team meetings
	
As part of the performance management
	
process
Via feedback through the agency intranet
	
Change management committee
	
Quarterly meetings with all Directors
	
20. In accordance with section 5C(1c)(i) of
PSEMA, how are employees informed about
workplace changes that affect them? Select all
that apply.
Communication from the Head of Agency
	
Senior management & Branch meetings
	
Team meetings & informal meetings
	
Implementation of Communications
	
plan/change management strategy
Regular newsletters (print and electronic)
	

Intranet
	
Email
	
21. In accordance with Employment Instruction
11, is your agency able to demonstrate that
appropriate policies and procedures are in
place to meet the Occupational Health and
Safety Standards?
Yes
No
22. In accordance with Employment Instruction
4 (2.1), is your agency able to demonstrate
that it has an operational performance
management system in place?
Yes
No
23. How does your agency verify that all
supervisors and/or managers are providing
formal performance feedback to staff at least
annually? Select all that apply.
Random sampling of employee
	
performance agreements
Download reports from our performance
	
management system
Managers are required to report on the
	
number of complete agreements each year
We do not have a verification process
	
24. What is the percentage of staff that had
performance plans (or agreements) in
place during the 2017–18 financial year?
(This question is not referring to Performance
Improvement Plans) Use numerals only.

25. In accordance with Employment Instruction
4 (4.1.b), how does your agency prepare
first time managers and/or supervisors for
undertaking the performance management
component of their role? Select all that apply.
First time managers undertake training
	
in performance management
Coaching and mentoring
	
We do not prepare managers for
	
undertaking performance management
in their role
26. How do you measure the effectiveness of your
agency’s performance management system?
Select all that apply.
Monitoring participation rates
	
Number of promotions
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17. How does your agency promote the Employee
Assistance Programs? Select all that apply.
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Succession planning
	
Uptake of training programs
	

Leadership and Management
	
Financial Services
	

Analyse workforce development data
	
Incremental improvement in the capability
	
gap across the agency

Information and Communication
	
Technology

Achieving organisational objectives
	
We do not measure the effectiveness of
	
the performance management system
27. In accordance with section 44 of PSEMA,
how many employees are participating in a
performance improvement plan? Use numerals
only.

28. In accordance with section 5C(1)(c)(iii) of
PSEMA, how does your agency provide
training and development opportunities,
including training available through OCPE?
Select all that apply.
Implement My Development initiative
	
Identify skills gaps in accordance with
	
workforce plan and co-ordinate and
deliver training for employees
Identify need through Performance
	
discussions and refer to an appropriate
course
Training is offered and delivered as per
	
industry requirements (ie accreditations
etc)
Referral to OCPE leadership programs
	
Referral to external training provider as
	
required
Self-referral via agency LMS
	
Self-referral via supervisor/manager
	
29. In accordance with section 5C(1)(c)(iii) of
PSEMA, how many employees participated in
a secondment (external to the NTPS) during
the 2017–18 financial year? Use numerals only.

30. In accordance with section 5C(1)(c)(iii) of
PSEMA, how many VET accredited training
and development sessions and programs did
your agency enable staff to attend in any
of the following areas during the 2017–18
financial year? Use numerals only.
Procurement and Contracting
	
Project Management
	
Community Services
	
Training and Assessment
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Work Health Safety
	
Other internally offered VET
	
accredited training undertaken
Staff were referred to other
	
externally provided VET accredited
training
For all external training, other than
	
that mentioned above, how many
staff were approved to take study
leave
31. If you stated (in question 30) that you referred
staff to “other internally offered VET accredited
training”, please specify here the training topics
undertaken. If you didn’t, just type “N/A”.

32. If you stated (in question 30) that you
referred staff to “other externally provided VET
accredited training”, please specify here the
training topics undertaken. If you didn’t, just
type “N/A”.

33. In accordance with section 5C(1)(c)(iii) of
PSEMA, how many tertiary accredited training
and development sessions and programs did
your agency enable staff to attend in any
of the following areas during the 2017–18
financial year? Use numerals only.
Procurement and Contracting
Project Management
	
Community Services
	
Training and Assessment
	
Leadership and Management
	
Financial Services
	
Information and Communication
	
Technology
Work Health Safety
	
Other internally offered tertiary
	
accredited training undertaken
Staff were referred to other
	
externally provided tertiary
accredited training
For all external training, other than
	
that mentioned above, how many
staff were approved to take study
leave

35. If you stated (in question 33) that you referred
staff to “other externally provided tertiary
accredited training”, please specify here the
training topics undertaken. If you didn’t, just
type “N/A”.

36. In accordance with section 5C(1)(c)(iii) of
PSEMA, how many non-accredited training
and development sessions and programs did
your agency enable staff to attend in any
of the following areas during the 2017–18
financial year? Use numerals only.
Procurement
	
Finance
	
Project Management
	
HR/IR
	
Policy
	
Governance
	
Information and Communication
	
Technology
Business Acumen
	
Social Awareness & Community
	
Engagement
Cross Cultural Training
	
Work Health Safety
	
Leadership
	
Performance Management
	
Mentoring and/or Coaching
	
Other internally offered non	
accredited training undertaken by
the agency
Staff were referred to other
	
externally provided non-accredited
training
For all external nonaccredited
	
training, other than that mentioned
above, how many were approved to
take study leave?

37. If you stated (in question 36) that you referred
staff to “other internally offered non-accredited
training”, please specify here the training topics
undertaken. If you didn’t, just type “N/A”.

38. If you stated (in question 36) that you referred
staff to “other externally offered non-accredited
training”, please specify here the training topics
undertaken. If you didn’t, just type “N/A”.

39. Did your agency participate in any of the
following DCIS Early Careers Programs?
Select all that apply.
NTPS Traineeship Program (including
	
school based)
NTPS Graduate Program
	
Cadetships
	
Agency managed Apprenticeship or
	
Traineeship programs
Aboriginal Employment Program
	
We did not participate in any of the above
	
40. In accordance with sections 5B(a), (d) and
(e) of PSEMA, did your agency have an
agency-specific documented workforce plan
or similar in the 2017–18 financial year?
Either for the whole agency or a specific area
of the agency.
Capability Development Plan
	
Talent Management Plan
	
People Plan
	
Human Capital
	
Workforce Strategy
	
Leadership Strategy
	
No we do not have a documented
	
workforce plan
41. Please indicate the top three critical capacity
(headcount) gaps (1 is the highest and 3 is the
lowest).
Numbers:
	Uniformed
	Health
	Teaching
	Physical
	Technical
	Professional
	Administrative

APPENDICES

34. If you stated (in question 33) that you referred
staff to “other internally offered tertiary
accredited training”, please specify here the
training topics undertaken. If you didn’t, just
type “N/A”.

	We do not have capacity gaps
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42. How is your agency addressing these gaps?
Select all that apply.
Inter-jurisdictional recruitment
	
Strategies aimed at increasing the supply
	
of staff (eg skilled migration, supported
study)

Mentoring/coaching
	
Job sharing
	

Recruitment from the private sector
	
Overseas recruitment
	

Acting opportunities/backfilling
	
Job shadowing
	

We are not addressing the gaps
	
We do not have capacity gaps
	

Graduate Program
	
Referral to formal training
	

43. Please indicate your agency’s key capability
(skill set, including soft skills) gaps.
Procurement
	
Finance
	
Project Management
	
HR/IR
	
Policy
	
Governance
	
Information and Communication
	
Technology
Business Acumen
	
Social Awareness & Community
	
Engagement

We do not succession plan
	
46. In accordance with sections 5B(a), (d) and
(e) of PSEMA, please indicate the greatest
workforce risks facing your agency in the
next five years. Please number in priority
order (1 highest) to 8 (lowest).
Addressing capability gaps due to
	
a changing operating environment
Loss of corporate knowledge or
	
talent due to retirement
Recruiting appropriately skilled
	
people
Retaining appropriately skilled
	
people

Cross Cultural Training
	
Work Health Safety
	

Inadequate resources for changing
	
business needs

Leadership
	
Performance Management
	

Retaining employees with a high
	
potential for success

Mentoring and/or Coaching
	
Profession specific (eg Nurse, Lawyer)
	

Limited career advancement or
	
mobility options

Technical specific (eg Draftperson)
	
Physical specific (eg Foreperson Mechanic)
	
We do not have capability gaps
	
44. How is your agency addressing these gaps?
Select all that apply.
Investment in professional development
	
(both accredited and non-accredited)
Inter-jurisdictional secondment
	
Strategies aimed at increasing the supply
	
of skills (eg skilled migration, supported
study)
Investment in knowledge management
	
initiatives
Mentoring and succession planning
	
We are not addressing the gaps
	
We do not have capability gaps
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45. In accordance with sections 5B(a), (d), and
(e) of PSEMA, which of the following does
your agency undertake as an approach to
succession planning? Select all that apply.
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Skill shortages which impact on
	
agency capability
47. In accordance with sections 5B(a), (d) and
(e) of PSEMA, how does your agency access
internal reports to aid in workforce planning?
BOXI HR Workforce Metrics
	
PIPS reports
	
People Matter Reports
	
Internal agency employee survey
	
We do not access reports
	

48. In accordance with Employment Instruction
1, how are employees in your agency made
aware of procedures for filling vacancies
(recruitment procedures)? Select all that apply.
Attend merit selection training
	
Agency induction
	
Agency information sessions
	
Agency website
	
Agency newsletters/bulletins including
	
email advice
Adhoc HR advice
	
49. In accordance with Employment Instruction
3 (2.1), what processes are in place to provide
employees with information on their rights
to seek a review of decisions affecting them?
Select all that apply.
Through agency induction
	
Through performance management
	
discussions
Training is offered in inappropriate
	
behaviours
We have an Internal complaints resolution
	
procedure
Information is provided on the agency
	
website
On request by HR
	
50. In accordance with Employment Instruction
13 (3.2.f), how are employees made aware of
the agency’s complaint handling policy and
procedure? Select all that apply.
Through performance management
	
discussions
Information is provided on the agency
	
website
On request by HR
	
Discussed at team meetings
	
We do not have a complaints handling
	
procedure
51. In accordance with Employment Instruction
13 (3.2.f), how many internal complaints were
received in the following areas (include all
complaints received)? Use numerals only.
	Inappropriate behaviour
	Negligence when performing duties
	Harassing another employee
	Absent without leave

	Inappropriate use of social media
	Misuse of official facilities and
resources
	Breach of privacy
	Breach of policy
	Failure to remedy previous
unsatisfactory behaviour
	Failure to disclose an offence against
the law
	Submitting fraudulent medical
certificates
52. In accordance with Employment Instruction
3 (2.1), how are employees in your agency
provided with information on the principles of
natural justice? Select all that apply.
Agency induction
	
Performance management discussions
	
Merit selection training
	
Agency information sessions
	
Agency website
	
Agency newsletters/bulletins including
	
email
Referral to OCPE website
	
Information provided on request by HR
	
53. In accordance with section 5D(2) of PSEMA,
how is the Capability and Leadership
Framework (CLF) utilised in your agency?
Select all that apply.
Job design
	
Review of job descriptions
	
Performance discussions
	
Training plans
	
Encourage employee self assessment
	
Succession planning
	
The CLF is not used in our agency
	

Equality of Employment
Opportunity (EEO) Principle
(section 5E of PSEMA)
54. In accordance with Employment Instruction
10 (3.1.b), how has your agency implemented
the equal employment opportunity principles?
Select all that apply.
Information provided through induction
	
Implemented special measures policy
	
Recruit through the DCIS Aboriginal
	
Employment Program
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Merit Principle (section 5D of
PSEMA)
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Designated positions
	
Disability support plans
	
Affirmative Action policy for women
	
Agency EEO strategy
	

We do not keep these records (agencies
	
are required to report on their actions for
requests from employees with disability )
Other (please specify)
	

Adhoc HR advice to managers
	
55. How many disability and mental health
awareness training sessions did your agency
conduct during the 2017–18 financial year?
Use numerals only.

56. How many Diversity contact officers does
your agency have? Use numerals only.

57. How many unconscious bias training sessions
did your agency conduct during the 2017–18
financial year? Use numerals only.

58. In accordance with Employment Instruction
10 (3.1.g) how many people with a disability
did your agency recruit during the 2017–18
financial year? Use numerals only.

59. Which external provider did your agency
engage to assist with the recruitment of
people with disability? Select all that apply.
Mission Australia
	
Max Employment
	
Advanced Personnel Management
	
Darwin Skills Development Scheme
	
WISE Employment
	
None, we recruited directly
	
We did not employ any staff with a
	
disability
These records are not held centrally
	
We do not keep these records
	
60. Did any employees with disability require a
workplace adjustment to enable them to work
comfortably? Select all that apply.
Workstation (ie standing desk)
	
IT hardware
	
IT software
	
Physical access
	
Ergonomic furniture/aids (arm rests)
	
No adjustment required
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61. In accordance with Employment Instruction
10 (3.1.d), how does your agency implement
the Indigenous Employment and Career
Development (IECD) strategy? Select all
that apply.
Recruit through the DCIS Aboriginal
	
Employment Program
Implemented special measures policy
	
Celebrate events of significance ie
	
NAIDOC
Offer mentoring and coaching to
	
Aboriginal employees
Offer Cultural Awareness Training
	
Offer Cultural Competence Training
	
Designated positions
	
Agency specific IECD strategy or action
	
plan for recruitment and development
We have not implemented any part of the
	
IECD strategy
62. In accordance with Employment Instruction
10 (3.1.c), the provision of cross cultural
training (CCT) is mandated. Please advise
which of the following has been offered in
your agency: Select all that apply.
Basic CCT
	
In depth CCT
	
Training for managers of cross cultural
	
teams
CCT for senior managers
	
Reverse CCT
	
We have not implemented CCT
	
63. Do new employees undertake cross cultural
training (CCT) as part of the induction process?
Yes CCT is part of induction
	
No CCT is undertaken at a later date
	
No we do not offer CCT
	
64. In accordance with Employment Instruction
10 (3.1.g), how many employees in your agency
participated in cross cultural training in the
2017–18 financial year? Use numerals only.

Actively promotes Mental Health
	
Awareness month
Recognise International Day of People
	
with Disabilities
Delivery of mental health/disability
	
awareness training
Promotes and encourages the use of
	
flexible work arrangements as an option to
support the needs of people with disability,
caring responsibilities
Actively promotes employing older
	
workers
Active participation in NAIDOC Week
	
celebrations
Deliver cross cultural competence training
	
Promote special measures policy
	
Celebrate Harmony Day
	
We do not have inclusive workforce
	
practices
66. In accordance with Employment Instruction
10 (3.1.d), which activities did your agency
undertake to specifically attract Aboriginal
employees? Select all that apply.
Participate in career expos
	
School visits (eg Clontarf/Stars)
	
Promote through Charles Darwin
	
University
Promote through Batchelor Institute of
	
Indigenous Tertiary Education
Promote through other Tertiary Institutes
	
Promote through Job Services Australia
	
providers
Employed Aboriginal students on work
	
experience
Employed Aboriginal students on vacation
	
employment
Employed Aboriginal students on
	
cadetships
Promote through Community
	
Development Program Provider
Promote through Aboriginal Organisations
	
Promote through Non- Government
	
Organisations
Aboriginal media (radio/newspapers/
	
television)
None of the above
	

Performance and Conduct
Principle (section 5F of PSEMA)
67. In accordance with section 5F(1c) of PSEMA,
how does your agency promote appropriate
use of public resources? Select all that apply.
Agency induction
	
Performance management discussions
	
Staff meetings
	
Notices in the tea room
	
Agency website
	
Agency newsletters/bulletins including
	
email
Information provided on request by HR
	
68. In accordance with section 5F(1d) of PSEMA,
how does your agency inform staff about their
responsibility regarding conflicts of interest?
Select all that apply.
Agency induction
	
Performance management discussions
	
Staff meetings
	
Notices in the tea room
	
Agency website
	
Agency newsletters/bulletins including
	
email
When they commence on a project
	
Information provided on request by HR
	
69. In accordance with section 5F(1d) of PSEMA,
is your agency able to demonstrate that
appropriate policies and procedures are in
place to safe guard against potential conflicts
of interest?
Yes
	
No
	
70. In accordance with Employment Instruction
13 (3.1), how does your agency foster
appropriate workplace behaviours? Select
all that apply.
Information provided through agency
	
induction
Information provided through
	
performance management discussions
Address matters immediately as they arise
	
and document outcomes
Training is offered in workplace behaviour
	
Information is provided on the agency
	
website
Discussed at staff meetings
	
Promoting NTPS values
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65. How does your agency implement inclusive
workforce practices? Select all that apply.

Information provided on request by HR
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71. In accordance with Employment Instruction
13 (3.2.d), how does your agency develop the
interpersonal skills of persons selected to
supervisory/management positions? Select all
that apply.
First time managers undertake training in
	
managing workplace behaviour
Coaching and mentoring
	
Soft skills training
	
On the job training
	
We do not develop interpersonal skills of
	
managers
72. In accordance with Employment Instruction
12 (5.1), how does your agency assist
employees to familiarise themselves with the
Performance and Conduct Principle and the
Code of Conduct? Select all that apply.
Information provided through agency
	
induction

Salary reduction
	
Transferred to other duties
	
Termination of employment
	
76. In accordance with section 49 of PSEMA, how
many internal disciplinary procedures were
invoked in the 2017–18 financial year? (noting
that fixed period employees, casual employees,
executive contract officers are not subject to Part
7 and 8 of PSEMA) Use numerals only.
Disciplinary Procedures:

77. In accordance with section 49 of PSEMA, what
types of breaches occurred in the 2017–18
financial year (only include cases for which
you have a final outcome)? (noting that fixed
period employees, casual employees, executive
contract officers are not subject to Part 7 and 8 of
PSEMA)

Information provided through
	
performance management discussions

Inappropriate behaviour
	
Negligence when performing duties
	

Address matters immediately as they arise
	
and document outcomes

Harassing another employee
	
Absent without leave
	

Training is offered in Code of Conduct
	
Information is provided on the agency
	
website

Inappropriate use of social media
	
Misuse of official facilities and resources
	

Discussed at staff meetings
	
Promoting NTPS values
	
Information provided on request by HR
	
73. As per Employment Instruction 12 (3.1) does
your agency have an agency specific Code of
Conduct or Guidelines?
Yes
	
No
	
74. In accordance with section 44 of PSEMA,
how many employees were formally subject
to inability action in the 2017–18 financial
year? (noting that fixed period employees, casual
employees, executive contract officers are not
subject to Part 7 and 8 of PSEMA) Use numerals
only.

Breach of privacy
	
Breach of policy
	
Failure to remedy previous unsatisfactory
	
behaviour
Failure to disclose an offence against the
	
law
Submitting fraudulent medical certificates
	
Other (please specify)
	

78. In accordance with section 49C of PSEMA,
what disciplinary action was taken in response
to breaches in the 2017–18 financial year?
Select all that apply. (noting that fixed period
employees, casual employees, executive contract
officers are not subject to Part 7 and 8 of PSEMA)
No further action
Formal caution

75. In accordance with section 46 of PSEMA, what
remedial actions were undertaken as a result
of the inability in the 2017–18 financial year?
Select all that apply.
No further action
	
Ordered to attend training or counselling
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Ordered to attend training or counselling
Forego a benefit (eg Mobile phone, home
	
garaging)
Ordered to pay fine
Salary reduction
Transferred to other duties

Suspended without remuneration

Work Health and Safety Information

Termination of employment

Privacy Information

79. If your agency keeps figures of discipline
actions regarding fixed period employees,
casual employees, and executive contract
employees, please provide figures against the
types of breaches. Use numerals only.

How to use myHR
Performance Management
Probation
Agency specific information
We do not have an induction program

	Inappropriate behaviour
	Negligence when performing duties
	Harassing another employee
	Absent without leave

CEO Declaration
84. What is your first name (CEO)?

	Inappropriate use of social media
	Misuse of official facilities and
resources

85. What is your last name (CEO)?

	Breach of privacy
	Failure to remedy previous
unsatisfactory behaviour
	Failure to disclose an offence against
the law
	Submitting fraudulent medical
certificates
80. How is your agency induction program
delivered? Select all that apply.
Face to face
Online
Mixed mode
We do not have an induction program
81. What is the duration of your induction
program?
Half day
One day

86. What is your title (CEO)?

87. For which NTPS agency was this survey
completed?

88. Has the agency implemented processes to
ensure employees are aware of and observe
the prescribed human resource management
principle (section 5C of PSEMA)?
Yes
No
89. Has the agency implemented processes to
ensure employees are aware of and observe
the prescribed merit principle (section 5D of
PSEMA)?

Two days

Yes

Three or more days

No

We do not have an induction program
82. Is your agency induction program mandatory?
Yes
No
83. What topics are included in your agency
induction training? Select all that apply.
Capability Leadership Framework
NTPS Values
NTPS Code of Conduct

90. Has the agency implemented processes to
ensure employees are aware of and observe
the prescribed equality of employment
principle (section 5E of PSEMA)?
Yes
No
91. Has the agency implemented processes to
ensure employees are aware of and observe
the prescribed performance and conduct
principle (section 5F of PSEMA)?

Information Management (eg HP records)

Yes

Finance

No

APPENDICES

	Breach of policy

IT Support and Security
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92. If you answered ‘No’ to questions 88, 89, 90,
or 91, please provide advice and timeframes
as to how the agency intends to meet the
principle/s, or if procedures from another
agency have been adopted.

93. As Chief Executive Officer, I exercise my
functions within my agency in a way that
upholds the prescribed human resource
management principle, merit principle,
equality of employment principle, and
performance and conduct principle, as set
out under the Public Sector Employment and
Management Act. (Please sign and date.)

Responses Not Yet Approved
96. You indicated that your CEO has not approved
the answers in this survey and/or not signed
the ‘CEO Declaration’. Please contact the
Office of the Commissioner for Public
Employment (enquiries.ocpe@nt.gov.au),
and ask for a PDF of your survey so that
you can submit it to your CEO.
*** Only when your CEO has approved
the answers in this survey and signed the
‘CEO Declaration’, will you be ready to submit
your responses. When you reach this stage,
select the ‘Next’ button and then press the
‘Done – Submit’ button.
Acknowledged

Thank You
94. Thank you for responding to the survey. The
information you have provided is important
and will inform the 2017–18 NTPS State
of the Service Report, to be tabled in the
Legislative Assembly in October/November
2018. If there is any feedback you would
like to provide to OCPE, you are welcome
to provide comments here.

95. Has your CEO approved the answers in this
survey and signed the ‘CEO Declaration’?
Yes
No
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Responses Approved
97. You indicated that your CEO has approved
the answers in this survey and signed the
‘CEO Declaration’. Please now select the
‘Done – Submit’ button.
Acknowledged

Feedback Form
We welcome your feedback on the 2017–18 State of the Service Report.
Your comments and suggestions will be used in the development of future reports.
Please tick the relevant box to indicate how you rate the report.
Overall impression
Excellent

Good

How do you think the report could be improved?
Satisfactory

Poor

Presentation and design
Excellent

Good

..................................................................................................................................................

Satisfactory

Poor

Easy to read and understand
Excellent

Good

Satisfactory

Poor

Satisfactory

Poor

Content/information
Excellent

Good

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

Does the report contain the information you
required?
Yes

No

If no, please list suggested information to be
included in future reports.

Which areas of the report were most useful?

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................

Please indicate where you are from:

..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................

Australian Government
NT Government
Other State or Territory Government

..................................................................................................................................................

Community Member or Organisation
Education or Research Institution
Industry
Private Sector

Please return your completed feedback sheet to OCPE either by email, post, or fax to:
Email:

enquiries.ocpe@nt.gov.au

Post:	GPO Box 4371
DARWIN NT 0801

APPENDICES

Facsimile: (08) 8999 4186
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How to
CONTACT US
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER
FOR PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT
Level 10, Charles Darwin Centre
19 The Mall
Darwin NT 0800
GPO Box 4371
Darwin NT 0801
Telephone: (08) 8999 4282
Facsimile: (08) 8999 4186
Email: enquiries.ocpe@nt.gov.au
Web: www.ocpe.nt.gov.au

